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Big Brother is watching, more thanBig Brother is watching, more than
ever beforeever before

In countless ways, In countless ways, surveillansurveillance isce is
emerging as the dominant way theemerging as the dominant way the
modern world organizes itself.modern world organizes itself.

BBritain now has an ritain now has an estimated 4.2 millionestimated 4.2 million
CCTV cameras—one for every 14 citizens.CCTV cameras—one for every 14 citizens.
People in central London are now caught onPeople in central London are now caught on
camera about 300 times a day.camera about 300 times a day.

Surveillance is a condition of modernity,Surveillance is a condition of modernity,
integral to the development of the integral to the development of the nation-nation-
state and capitalism...state and capitalism...

More than ever before, our lives are visibleMore than ever before, our lives are visible
to others, from government agencies andto others, from government agencies and
security services to the owners of thesecurity services to the owners of the
websites we surf and the websites we surf and the stores where westores where we
shop. shop. They track They track us in us in public, public, inin
workplaces and online, compiling ourworkplaces and online, compiling our
personal information in massive databasespersonal information in massive databases
and sorting us into categories of risk, valueand sorting us into categories of risk, value
and trustworthiness.and trustworthiness.

CCTV cameras are just one of thCCTV cameras are just one of their tools.eir tools.
Others include radio frequencyOthers include radio frequency
identification (RFID) chips, GPS locationidentification (RFID) chips, GPS location
trackers, website cookies, facial trackers, website cookies, facial recognitionrecognition
software software and store and store loyalty cloyalty cards. ards. ComputerComputer
programs used by security services canprograms used by security services can
monitor and analyze billions of phone callsmonitor and analyze billions of phone calls
and e-mails in rand e-mails in real time. eal time. We We even make even make itit
easier for our trackers by willinglyeasier for our trackers by willingly
disclosing pieces of our lives on disclosing pieces of our lives on socialsocial
networking sites like Facnetworking sites like Facebook or in ebook or in onlineonline
contests & questionnaires.contests & questionnaires.

In one form or another, surveillance hasIn one form or another, surveillance has
always been a part of human society.always been a part of human society.
What's new is computer technology thatWhat's new is computer technology that
has made it possible to integrate vast andhas made it possible to integrate vast and
diverse bits diverse bits of informaof information. tion. As well, As well, ourour
post-9/11 obsession with eliminating riskpost-9/11 obsession with eliminating risk
has produced an architecture of masshas produced an architecture of mass
surveillance in which everyone is surveillance in which everyone is treated astreated as
a suspect.a suspect.

Don Butler, “Big Brother is watching, more than everDon Butler, “Big Brother is watching, more than ever
before”,before”, Vancouver Sun Vancouver Sun , Feb. 3, 2009, Feb. 3, 2009

And for those who And for those who really are 'suspects', read on...really are 'suspects', read on...

"Those in authority fear the"Those in authority fear the
mask for their power partlymask for their power partly
resides in identifying, stampingresides in identifying, stamping
and cataloguing: in knowing whoand cataloguing: in knowing who
you are... our masks are not toyou are... our masks are not to
conceal our identity but to revealconceal our identity but to reveal
it...”it...”

TeText on inside of xt on inside of 9,000 masks9,000 masks
distributed at the Carnival Againstdistributed at the Carnival Against
Capitalism, London, June 1999Capitalism, London, June 1999



1. Introduction1. Introduction

SecSecuriurity ty is is vivital to tal to the succethe success ss & & sursurvivvival al of of thethe
resistance movement. resistance movement. This is because This is because we have an enemy whowe have an enemy who
actively works to undermine, neutralize, & ultimately destroyactively works to undermine, neutralize, & ultimately destroy
us. us. Failure to remain awaFailure to remain aware of security concerre of security concerns can mean thens can mean the
difference between victory or defeat, freedom or imprisonment,difference between victory or defeat, freedom or imprisonment,
life or death. life or death. Not only for yNot only for yourself, but others arourself, but others around you.ound you.

Information gathered from various sources, & that isInformation gathered from various sources, & that is
subjected to analysis & comparison, is calledsubjected to analysis & comparison, is called intelligenceintelligence. The. The
gathering of intelligence is a vital part of counter-insurgencygathering of intelligence is a vital part of counter-insurgency
operations, without which the enemy does not know who, what,operations, without which the enemy does not know who, what,
where or when to strike.where or when to strike.

SeSecucuririty ty & & CoCoununteter-r-SuSurvrveieillllanance ce memeasasurures es araree
designed to limit & deny the flow of information to enemydesigned to limit & deny the flow of information to enemy
forces. forces. It is based on the principle thaIt is based on the principle that counter-insurt counter-insurgency is agency is a
 permanent  permanent part part of of society and society and that that those those engaged engaged in in resistanceresistance
are always vulnerable to surveillance & are always vulnerable to surveillance & repression.repression.

2. Surveillance2. Surveillance

SurveillanceSurveillance is is the the concontintinuouuous, s, secsecreretivtive e obsobservervatiation on of of 
 persons, places, things or object persons, places, things or objects, in order to gain information.s, in order to gain information.

There There are tare two types wo types of surveof surveillance: illance: physical & physical & technical.technical.

Physical surveillancePhysical surveillance is carried out by enemy personnelis carried out by enemy personnel
on foot and/or by vehicle. on foot and/or by vehicle. It is the only way a tarIt is the only way a target person canget person can
 be  be continuously continuously observed observed over over an an extended extended period period of of time.time.
Surveillance teams can be comprised of two persons in oneSurveillance teams can be comprised of two persons in one
vehicle, or a dozen operators in six vehicles (or even more, of vehicle, or a dozen operators in six vehicles (or even more, of 
course). course). In addition, In addition, motorcycles, bikemotorcycles, bikes, planes & s, planes & helicoptershelicopters
may also be used.may also be used.

In In ththis is cacatetegogory ry we we mumust st alalso so coconsnsidider er ininfoformrmanantsts,,
infinfiltiltratrators & ors & colcollablaboraoratortors. s. TheThey y may be may be polpolice agenice agents,ts,
civilians recruitcivilians recruited by police, or former comradesed by police, or former comrades. . This form of This form of 
 physical  physical surveillance surveillance is is the the main main source source of of intelligence intelligence onon
 people’ people’s s thoughts, thoughts, plans plans & & activities. activities. It It is is sometimes sometimes referredreferred
to as ‘human into as ‘human intelligence’. telligence’. Because of the Because of the sensitive nature sensitive nature of of 
 personal information they are able  personal information they are able to gather, and their ability to gather, and their ability toto
infinflueluence nce eveeventsnts, , infinfiltiltratrators ors & & infinformormantants s are are espespececialiallyly
dangerous.dangerous.

TTechnical echnical surveillancesurveillance is fis far moar more cre common. ommon. WiWithth
wideswidespread use pread use of of telectelecommunommunicatiications ons (phon(phone, e, cell, pager,cell, pager,
intinternernet, et, faxfax), ), tectechnihnical cal sursurveiveillallance nce is is a a maimain n sousource rce of of 
intintellelligeigence nce on on a a perpersonson’’s s day day to to day day actactiviivitieties, s, concontactacts,ts,
 personal  personal relationships, relationships, etc. etc. More More generallygenerally, , it it consists consists of of 
tectechnihnical cal devdeviceices s to to recrecordord, , docdocumeument nt or or monmonitoitor r a a tartargetget
indivindividuaidual’l’s movements movements, converss, conversationations, or activitis, or activities. es. ThisThis
includes listening devices in homes & cars, tapped telephones,includes listening devices in homes & cars, tapped telephones,
monitoring of internet activity, CCTV video, tracking devices,monitoring of internet activity, CCTV video, tracking devices,
night-vision devices, etc.night-vision devices, etc.

The The urburban an envenviroironmenment nt is is far far mormore e conconducducive ive toto
ssuurrvveeiillllaannccee, ,  dduue e tto o tthhe e llaarrgge e mamassssees s oof f ppeeooppllee,,
communications & electrical systems, structures, & vehicles incommunications & electrical systems, structures, & vehicles in
which operators & devices which operators & devices can be concealed. can be concealed. In the cityIn the city, there, there
are also tens of thousands of CCTV videoare also tens of thousands of CCTV video

cameras, in stores, banks, malls, offices, schools, transit, streetscameras, in stores, banks, malls, offices, schools, transit, streets
& intersections.& intersections.

In In rurrural al areareas, as, phyphysicsical al sursurveiveillllancance e is is mormore e oftoftenen
necessary due to the lack of telecommunications, roads, etc.necessary due to the lack of telecommunications, roads, etc.
Low Low popupopulatiolation n densidensities also ties also serve to serve to idenidentify surveilltify surveillanceance
opopereratatorors s as as ‘o‘oututsisidedersrs’. ’. FoFor r ththesese e rereasasonons, s, phphysysicicalal
surveillance in rural areas often requires long-range observationsurveillance in rural areas often requires long-range observation
(by (by grgrouound nd teteamams, s, aiaircrcraraftft, , or or sasatetellllitite e in in hihigh gh prprioiorirityty
situations). situations). In some casesIn some cases, police in m, police in military-style ilitary-style camouflagecamouflage
secretly conduct surveillance at a much closer secretly conduct surveillance at a much closer range.range.

3. Security3. Security

SecuritySecurity n.n. 1. 1. Measures adopteMeasures adopted to guard agd to guard against attack, thainst attack, thefteft
or disor disclosuclosure. re. 2. 2. SometSomething thing that gihat gives or ves or assurassures safes safety &ety &
confidence…confidence…

As noted, the purpose of security is to protect our As noted, the purpose of security is to protect our 
movememovement. nt. A vitaA vital part of this is to limit or deny the flow of l part of this is to limit or deny the flow of 
information to eneinformation to enemy forces. my forces. The following 4 princiThe following 4 principles shouldples should
 be seen as basic & fundamental security g be seen as basic & fundamental security guidelines:uidelines:

1.1. Do not send or discuss sensitive information overDo not send or discuss sensitive information over

anany y foform rm of of teteleclecomommumuninicacatitiononss (ph(phoneone, , celcell,l,
ininteternrnetet, , etetc.c.), ), alall l of of whwhicich h arare e vuvulnlnererabable le toto
interception.interception. Cell PhonesCell Phones can be made into activecan be made into active
lislistentening ing devdeviceices s and and shoshould uld havhave e thetheir ir batbatterteriesies
removed before discussing any secret information.removed before discussing any secret information.

2.2. Never discuss sensitive information in any enclosedNever discuss sensitive information in any enclosed

areaarea vulvulnernerablable e to to lislistentening ing devdeviceices s (i.(i.e., e., homhomes,es,
vehicles, cafes, etc.).vehicles, cafes, etc.).

3.3. Follow theFollow the  Need-to-Know-Only Need-to-Know-Only Rule:Rule: If a person isIf a person is
not involved in the information, then they do not neednot involved in the information, then they do not need
to know its contents. to know its contents. The less a person knowsThe less a person knows, the less, the less
danger there is they can danger there is they can tell others.tell others.

4.4. Avoid those unable to follow basic security codes.Avoid those unable to follow basic security codes.

They arThey are a e a dandanger to you and thger to you and the moveme movementent. . ThiThiss
includes persons who talk too much, who do not takeincludes persons who talk too much, who do not take
security seriously, alcoholics, etc.security seriously, alcoholics, etc.

4. Principles of Surveillance4. Principles of Surveillance

As As notnoted, ed, sursurveiveillallance nce is is the the secsecreretivtive, e, concontintinuouuouss
watching of a person, place, vehicle, or object in order to gainwatching of a person, place, vehicle, or object in order to gain
inforinformatiomation. n. In order to be effecIn order to be effective, surtive, surveillveillance must goance must go
unnoticed and be undetecunnoticed and be undetected. ted. As soon as the tarAs soon as the target is aware he/get is aware he/
she she is is undunder er sursurveiveillllancance, e, they will they will altalter er thetheir ir behbehaviavior or &&
conceal any ‘suspicious’ activities, as well as stop the flow of conceal any ‘suspicious’ activities, as well as stop the flow of 
inforinformatiomation. n. For this reasonFor this reason, , survsurveillaeillance can be nce can be diffdifficult toicult to
detect because it strives to be covert & hidden.detect because it strives to be covert & hidden.

DevDeveloelopinping g infinformormatiation on thrthrougough h sursurveiveillallance nce is is aa
 progressive & often  progressive & often lengthy process. lengthy process. It is from It is from many pieces of many pieces of 
information that an overall picture of the target’s patterns isinformation that an overall picture of the target’s patterns is
developed.developed.

SuSurvrveieillllanance ce wiwill ll nonormrmalally ly bebegigin n wiwith th lilimimitetedd
information on a targeted individual’s activities, a residence or information on a targeted individual’s activities, a residence or 
worworkplkplaceace, , etcetc. . MorMore info will be devee info will be developloped in order toed in order to
identify times, locations, routes of travel, or activities on whichidentify times, locations, routes of travel, or activities on which
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to focus the surveillance effort (referred to as ato focus the surveillance effort (referred to as a target patterntarget pattern

analysisanalysis).).
The more extensive the surveillance effort, the greater The more extensive the surveillance effort, the greater 

the amount of intelligethe amount of intelligence produced. nce produced. The extent of surveillThe extent of surveillanceance
depends upon the importance placed on the target by police-depends upon the importance placed on the target by police-
intelligence, and the target’s expected level of awareness &intelligence, and the target’s expected level of awareness &
countcounter-er-survesurveillaillance nce knowlknowledge edge (sof(soft t targtarget et vs. vs. hard hard tartarget)get)..
Just reading this manual can make you a harder target.Just reading this manual can make you a harder target.

Because of the resources & capabilities of our enemy,Because of the resources & capabilities of our enemy,
and its intent to monitor & repress rebellious tendencies (of and its intent to monitor & repress rebellious tendencies (of 
which we must assume we are a part of), surveillance againstwhich we must assume we are a part of), surveillance against
our movements must always be considered as being possible (if our movements must always be considered as being possible (if 
not probable).not probable).

5. 5. Physical Physical SurveillanceSurveillance

PhPhysysicical al susurvrveieillllanance ce is is cacarrrrieied d ouout t by by enenememyy
 personnel (operators)  personnel (operators) on on foot foot and/or band/or by y vehicle. vehicle. It It is is the onlthe onlyy
way way a a tartarget persoget person n can be can be concontintinuouuously sly obsobserverved ed oveover r anan
extenextended peded period oriod of timef time. . On foot On foot or in a or in a vehicvehicle, opele, operatorratorss
must keep their surveillamust keep their surveillance target in sight. nce target in sight. A team assignA team assigned toed to
maintain this line-of-sight is said to have ‘maintain this line-of-sight is said to have ‘ commandcommand’ of the’ of the
target. target. In order to avoiIn order to avoid detection, the command is fd detection, the command is frequentlyrequently
shifted, so that no one operator or team is in direct sight of theshifted, so that no one operator or team is in direct sight of the
target for too long a time (target for too long a time (shifting commandshifting command).).

SophisSophisticaticated ted survesurveillaillance nce effefforts orts can can involinvolve ve manymany
difdifferferent opeent operatrators & ors & vehvehiclicles. es. In such caseIn such cases, teams ares, teams are
deployed all around the target in a ‘deployed all around the target in a ‘ floating boxfloating box’ (in front, the’ (in front, the
 back, sides, and on parallel routes) back, sides, and on parallel routes)..

If physical surveillance is being carried out, then it canIf physical surveillance is being carried out, then it can
 be  be assumed assumed that that technical technical surveillance surveillance is is also also occurring, occurring, andand
may may havhave e beebeen n for for somsome e timtime e befbefore ore phyphysicsical al sursurveiveillallancence
 began.  began. This This is is because phbecause physical surveillance ysical surveillance requires multiplerequires multiple
opopereratatorors s if if it it is is to to be be susuccccesesfuful, l, anand d cacan n be be drdraiainining ng onon
 personnel  personnel and and resources. resources. It's It's therefore therefore possible possible thatthat
surveillance operators may have access to audio recordings of surveillance operators may have access to audio recordings of 
the target's conversations in a residence or vehicle, while theythe target's conversations in a residence or vehicle, while they
are observing them.are observing them.

Surveillance Operators & VehiclesSurveillance Operators & Vehicles
Surveillance operators can be of any race, ethnicity,Surveillance operators can be of any race, ethnicity,

size, shape, etc., wearing any style of clothing, listening to anysize, shape, etc., wearing any style of clothing, listening to any
type of musictype of music, etc. , etc. Not only are poliNot only are police & intelligce & intelligence agenence agentsts
used, so too are civiused, so too are civilians & family memberlians & family members. s. They can be men,They can be men,
women, youth, or elders (i.e., the RCMP's 'Watchers' of thewomen, youth, or elders (i.e., the RCMP's 'Watchers' of the
early 1980early 1980s). s). LikewLikewise, vehiise, vehicles used by surveicles used by surveillancllance teamse teams
can be of any model, ycan be of any model, year, conditiear, condition, colour, eon, colour, etc. tc. AppearanceAppearance
 by  by itself itself will will rarely rarely reveal reveal a a sophisticated sophisticated surveillance surveillance effort.effort.
Instead, it is their activities which must Instead, it is their activities which must be observed.be observed.

In In orordeder r to to cocoorordidinanate te ththe e efeffofortrts s of of mamany ny teteamam
membermembers, s, communcommunicatications body ions body gear is gear is worn by worn by operoperatorsators..
This usually consists of clear, plastic earpieces placed in oneThis usually consists of clear, plastic earpieces placed in one
ear, and microphones attached to jackets or shirts at chest levelear, and microphones attached to jackets or shirts at chest level
or in or in colcollarlars. s. A volA volumeume, , on/on/ofoff switcf switch h or devior device may bece may be
contained in a contained in a pocket. pocket. VVariants of tariants of this include celhis include cell phones withl phones with
ear and mic attear and mic attachachmenments, MP3 playts, MP3 players or iPoders or iPods, etc. s, etc. TheThe
 proliferation  proliferation of of these these devices devices can can make make it it very very difficult difficult toto
identify surveillance operators based simply on the fact thatidentify surveillance operators based simply on the fact that
they are plugged into some kind of device.they are plugged into some kind of device.

Fixed SurveillanceFixed Surveillance
Fixed surveillance (meaning it doesn't move) is set upFixed surveillance (meaning it doesn't move) is set up

around a target’s home, a business, etc., to observe activities,around a target’s home, a business, etc., to observe activities,
 patterns  patterns of of movement, movement, associations, associations, or or even even to to beginbegin
sursurveiveillallance nce of of a a tartarget get expexpectected ed to to appappear ear at at the the loclocatiationon
(( stakeout  stakeout ). ). AnothAnother term for a fixed surver term for a fixed surveillaeillance positnce position ision is
Observation Post (OP)Observation Post (OP)..

It It is is usuausually lly conduconducted from cted from overloverlooking positioooking positionsns
such as hills, buildings, apartments, or vehicles parked in thesuch as hills, buildings, apartments, or vehicles parked in the
areaarea. . FixeFixed surveilld surveillance can change into mobilance can change into mobile surveille surveillanceance
with operators pre-positioned and ready with operators pre-positioned and ready to follow.to follow.

********

Rural:Rural: In a rural area, fixed surveillance can consist of In a rural area, fixed surveillance can consist of 
an armed reconnaissance team (police or military) taking upan armed reconnaissance team (police or military) taking up
 positions  positions from from which which it it can can observe observe the the target target location.location.
BecauBecause se this type this type of of survesurveillaillance nce requirequires res specispecial al fielfieldcradcraftft
skills (i.e., camouflage), it is most often conducted by speciallyskills (i.e., camouflage), it is most often conducted by specially
traitrained police or militned police or military unitsary units. . AnothAnother factor is the greateer factor is the greater r 
likelihood of firearms in rural areas (hunting rifles).likelihood of firearms in rural areas (hunting rifles).

TTeaeams ms mamay y seset t up up OPOPs s on on ovovererlolookokining g hihilllls s or or 
moumountantainsinsideides, s, usiusing ng hi-hi-powpowereered d lonlong-rg-rangange e camcameraeras s &&
teletelescopescopes, s, or or in in nearby forestnearby forest, , abanabandoned buildingdoned buildings, s, fielfields,ds,
 bushes,  bushes, etc. etc. Operators Operators may may wear wear camouflage camouflage clothing,clothing,
incincludluding ing 'gh'ghillillie ie suisuits'ts', , and and conconstrstruct uct cacamoufmouflaglaged ed hidhidee
 positions (digging out  positions (digging out an area an area large enough to large enough to lie in, lie in, setting upsetting up
overhead support, and covering it with the top layer of earth).overhead support, and covering it with the top layer of earth).

Mobile SurveillanceMobile Surveillance
Once a target person has been observed and is leavingOnce a target person has been observed and is leaving

the location, the surveillance then becomesthe location, the surveillance then becomes mobilemobile. . On On foot foot or or 
 by  by vehicle, vehicle, the the target target is is followed followed until until he/she he/she stops. stops. AA
surveillance box is again set up with one operator having directsurveillance box is again set up with one operator having direct
line of sight on the vehicle or location (this is theline of sight on the vehicle or location (this is the triggertrigger, who, who
alerts other operators as to actions of alerts other operators as to actions of target).target).

As the targeted individual re-appears on the move, theAs the targeted individual re-appears on the move, the
fifixexed d susurvrveieillllanance ce bobox x agagaiain n trtranansisititionons s to to a a momobibilele
surveillance. surveillance. In high-priority In high-priority cases, the cases, the surveillance bosurveillance box willx will
cover all known routes in and out of an area and can literallycover all known routes in and out of an area and can literally
surround the target.surround the target.

IIf f a a peperrsoson n drdriivevess, , ststoops ps anand d wawallks ks ararououndnd,,
survesurveillaillance vehiclnce vehicles will also drop off foot operatoes will also drop off foot operators. rs. TheyThey
wilwill l thethen n pospositiition on thethemsemselvelves s in in a a bobox x aroaround und the the tartargetget’’ss
vehicle, or assist in the foot surveillance by picking up andvehicle, or assist in the foot surveillance by picking up and
dropping off operators.dropping off operators.

For their part, foot operators may change jackets, hats,For their part, foot operators may change jackets, hats,
and other itemand other items of clothing in order to avoid detes of clothing in order to avoid detectioction. n. OnceOnce
detected, they will be removed from detected, they will be removed from the operation and replaced.the operation and replaced.
Operators may also use bicycles if the target moves by bike or Operators may also use bicycles if the target moves by bike or 
foot.foot.

Rural:Rural: mobmobile ile vehvehiclicle e sursurveiveillallance nce in in rurrural al areareasas
 presents some problems to operators due to the lack of cover on presents some problems to operators due to the lack of cover on
roaroads.ds.. . AerAerial survial surveileillanlance ce can greacan greatly assitly assist, as st, as can GPScan GPS
tractracking devices (althoking devices (although they ugh they cannocannot t say for say for certacertain in whowho
drdrovove e ththe e vevehihiclcle e wiwiththouout t sosome me foform rm of of liline ne of of sisighghtt
obserobservatiovation). n). NeverNevertheltheless, ruraess, rural mobile survl mobile surveilleillance willance will
follow these basic patterns, with some follow these basic patterns, with some modifications.modifications.
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Four Four Phases Phases of of Mobile Mobile SurveillaSurveillancence

(foot and/or vehicle)(foot and/or vehicle)

1. Stakeout:1. Stakeout: surveillance team members are pre-positioned in asurveillance team members are pre-positioned in a
specific area, usually in a box to cover all routes of travelspecific area, usually in a box to cover all routes of travel
in/out. in/out. It may be a targIt may be a target’s reset’s residence or a location to whidence or a location to which theich the
target is expected to visit.target is expected to visit.

A stakeA stakeout can involout can involve Observave Observation Posts (Otion Posts (OP's). P's). InIn
urban areas this could be urban areas this could be overlooking apartments or houses,overlooking apartments or houses,
vehicvehicles parkeles parked in d in the streetthe street, etc. , etc. An OP limits possiAn OP limits possibilibility of ty of 
detection over a long period of time.detection over a long period of time.

2. Pick-up:2. Pick-up: occurs when the surveillance team establishesoccurs when the surveillance team establishes
command of the command of the target entering and then leaving the area.target entering and then leaving the area.

3. Follow:3. Follow:  begins  begins immediately immediately after after the the pick-up. pick-up. This This phasephase
covers all aspects of surveillance while target moves from onecovers all aspects of surveillance while target moves from one
location to the next.location to the next.

4.4. Surveillance Box:Surveillance Box: begins as soon as the target stops atbegins as soon as the target stops at
another location. another location. A standaA standard surveillance box coverrd surveillance box covers all routess all routes
in/in/out of a out of a spespecifcified areaied area. . The main difThe main differferencence e betbetweeween n aa
ststakakeoeout ut & & a a susurvrveieillllanance ce bobox x is is ththat at in in aa  stakeout  stakeout ,  it  is, it  is
anticipated that the tanticipated that the target will appeararget will appear. . In a surveillance box, itIn a surveillance box, it
is known that the is known that the target is in a specific area or target is in a specific area or location.location.

Floating BoxFloating Box

Other Forms of Physical SurveillanceOther Forms of Physical Surveillance

Mail:Mail: although not used as much as email, police andalthough not used as much as email, police and
intelligence agencies have a long history of intercepting postalintelligence agencies have a long history of intercepting postal
delideliverieveries, includis, including letterng letters and packagess and packages. . AgentAgents can gains can gain
authoauthorizatrization to ion to inteinterceprcept t mail, which mail, which is is then delayed fromthen delayed from
delivery while they open it, check the contents, and then re-sealdelivery while they open it, check the contents, and then re-seal
it. it. It is not a secure form of communIt is not a secure form of communicatications or tranions or transportsportinging
items.items.

Garbage:Garbage: going through people's personal trash is agoing through people's personal trash is a
comcommon mon prapractictise se useused d by by polpoliceice, , intintelelligligencence, e, and and priprivatvatee
invesinvestigattigators. ors. This includeThis includes s old notes, letterold notes, letters, s, billbills, invoicess, invoices,,
receipts, flyers, prescriptions, drawings, etc., all of which canreceipts, flyers, prescriptions, drawings, etc., all of which can
 provide personal or  provide personal or business information. business information. Garbage can Garbage can also bealso be
a source of forensic evidence (residue, chemicals, bodily fluids,a source of forensic evidence (residue, chemicals, bodily fluids,
hair, etc.).hair, etc.).

NeigNeighbohborhorhood od WWatcatch/Vh/Vigiligilantante e CitCitizeizens:ns: thesethese
enentititities es ofofteten n hahave ve didirerect ct cocontntacact t wiwith th popolilice ce ththrorougughh
neighneighborhoborhood od watch groups watch groups or or communcommunity ity policpolicing ing centrcentres.es.
They should be considered a form of physical surveillance inThey should be considered a form of physical surveillance in
that they can report any observations they have made of you,that they can report any observations they have made of you,
your activities, fryour activities, friends, etc. iends, etc. They may also help provThey may also help provide policeide police
with residences or businesses to use with residences or businesses to use for surveillance.for surveillance.

6. 6. TTechnicechnical al SurveiSurveillancellance

As noted, technical surveillance is the use of devicesAs noted, technical surveillance is the use of devices
or technologor technologies to ies to monitmonitor and/or record or and/or record the activitthe activities of ies of aa
target. target. TodayToday, technical surveillance is widespread in society, technical surveillance is widespread in society,,
due due to to the the ongongoinoing g devdeveloelopmepment nt of of new new tectechnohnologlogies ies andand
equipment.equipment.

TelecommunicationsTelecommunications
Phones, cells, Internet, fax, and pager are especiallyPhones, cells, Internet, fax, and pager are especially

vulnerable to surveillance due to their control bvulnerable to surveillance due to their control by government &y government &
corporations, and the use of computerized digital technology incorporations, and the use of computerized digital technology in
telectelecommuniommunicatications systemsons systems. . This allowThis allows for s for greatgreater access,er access,
storage, retrieval and analysis of communications, without thestorage, retrieval and analysis of communications, without the
need for physical access to a need for physical access to a residence or workplace.residence or workplace.

Telephones:Telephones: TTeleelephophones nes can can be be madmade e intinto o actactiveive
listening devices through a technique known as a hook switchlistening devices through a technique known as a hook switch
 bypass,  bypass, even even when when not not in in use. use. Cellular & Cellular & cordless phones cordless phones areare
among the least secure forms of communication as they can beamong the least secure forms of communication as they can be
intercepted by commercially available scanners.intercepted by commercially available scanners.

Cell Cell PhoPhonesnes:: CelCell l phophonesnes, , becbecausause e thethey y opeoperatratee
through satellite & transmission tower networks, can be used tothrough satellite & transmission tower networks, can be used to
track a person’track a person’s movements & locations movements & location. . Cell phones can Cell phones can alsoalso
 be  be made made into into active active listening listening devices, devices, even even when when not not in in use.use.
Many also have built-in digital cameras and video capability.Many also have built-in digital cameras and video capability.
The proliferation of cell phones and their capabilities greatlyThe proliferation of cell phones and their capabilities greatly
expexpandands s the the potpotentential ial for for sursurveiveillallancence, , whiwhile le rereducducing ing thethe
visibility of the operator with a camera (or communciationsvisibility of the operator with a camera (or communciations
device).device).

Internet & Computer:Internet & Computer: Like cell phones, the InternetLike cell phones, the Internet
is a very is a very insecure form insecure form of communications. of communications. Emails you seEmails you send,nd,
or or web sites you web sites you visvisit on it on youyour r perpersonsonal al comcomputputerer, , can becan be
inteinterceptrcepted just liked just like a phone calle a phone call. . If your compIf your computer is eveuter is ever r 
seized or stolen by police, they can access large amounts of seized or stolen by police, they can access large amounts of 
data (i.e., emails, website visits, documents, photos) even data (i.e., emails, website visits, documents, photos) even if youif you
have delethave deleted it. ed it. This is becausThis is because instead of actuale instead of actually deletinly deletingg
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items, your computer's hard drive only overwrites data as ititems, your computer's hard drive only overwrites data as it
needs to. needs to. KeystKeystroke loggeroke loggers can be installers can be installed on computersd on computers,,
enablenabling surving surveilleillance to reaance to read everythd everything you'ing you've typed. ve typed. InIn
addition, when you are online with your computer, softwareaddition, when you are online with your computer, software
 programs can  programs can be covertly be covertly downloaded onto downloaded onto your computer your computer thatthat
enable another computer to access it enable another computer to access it and gather information.and gather information.

AnyAnytime you time you go go onlonline to ine to checheck ck youyour r emaemail, thatil, that
location can be traced through Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.location can be traced through Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.
The FBI have a program they can download to your computer The FBI have a program they can download to your computer 
via email that provivia email that provides access to your intedes access to your internet activityrnet activity. . TheseThese
metmethodhods s havhave e beebeen n useused d to to arrarrest est peopeople ple makmaking ing intinternernetet
thrthreateats. s. In some casesIn some cases, , polpolice idenice identiftify y an IP an IP addaddresress s thethenn
acquire video surveillance of the suspect posting new threats.acquire video surveillance of the suspect posting new threats.
Police also commonly check people's Facebook accounts andPolice also commonly check people's Facebook accounts and
similar sites for incriminating text, photos or video.similar sites for incriminating text, photos or video.

Listening DevicesListening Devices
AudiAudio o sursurveiveillllancance e is is one one of of the main the main metmethodhods s of of 

recording conversations for both intelligence gathering as wellrecording conversations for both intelligence gathering as well
as criminal charas criminal charges. ges. In fact, multi-millIn fact, multi-million dollar invesion dollar investigationstigations
anand d trtriaials ls arare e ofofteten n babasesed d alalmosmost t enentitirerely ly on on rerecocordrdeded
conversations (people caught making incriminating statementsconversations (people caught making incriminating statements
to either undercover cops or to either undercover cops or informants).informants).

TTwo commercially wo commercially available wireless listening davailable wireless listening devices;evices; thethe
top one can be wired to a battery or electrical source intop one can be wired to a battery or electrical source in
the residence/vehicle. the residence/vehicle. The bottom The bottom one is connected one is connected to ato a
9V battery.9V battery.

ListeListening devicesning devices, , also known also known asas bugsbugs, are usually, are usually
small microphones attached to a transmitter & an energy sourcesmall microphones attached to a transmitter & an energy source
that are placthat are placed in a ed in a resiresidencedence, workplace, workplace, vehicle, etc, vehicle, etc. . TheyThey
can be as small as 1.5” x 1”. can be as small as 1.5” x 1”. They transmit to a receiverThey transmit to a receiver, which, which
is usually in the area (i.e., a nearby observation post/vehicle).is usually in the area (i.e., a nearby observation post/vehicle).
The proximity of the receiver will depend on the eThe proximity of the receiver will depend on the effective rangeffective range
of the device. of the device. In some cases, police have In some cases, police have used planes to receiveused planes to receive
transmissions when it wasn't possible to get a ground vehicletransmissions when it wasn't possible to get a ground vehicle
close enough to a hidden transmitter (worn by an informant).close enough to a hidden transmitter (worn by an informant).
BuBuilildidingngs s anand d heheavy avy trtrafaffific c cacan n didisrsrupupt t trtranansmsmisissisionons,s,
dedepependndining g on the on the dedevivicece. . At timAt timeses, , popolilice have to ce have to ususee
abandoned buildings, rooftops, or other areas while posing asabandoned buildings, rooftops, or other areas while posing as
workers in order to workers in order to receive transmissions from a device.receive transmissions from a device.

The most The most common listencommon listening devices areing devices are wirelesswireless andand
transtransmit to a mit to a nearby recnearby receiver usieiver using radio frequng radio frequencieencies. s. TheyThey
must have an energy source. must have an energy source. In sophisticated devicIn sophisticated devices, small butes, small but
 powerful  powerful batteries batteries are are used used that that can can last last months. months. In In cheaper cheaper 
models, battery packs are strapped together and hidden alongmodels, battery packs are strapped together and hidden along
with the mic. with the mic. Of courseOf course, the larger, the larger, bulkier bat, bulkier battery packtery packs ares are
more easily detected and must sooner or later be replaced withmore easily detected and must sooner or later be replaced with

fresfresh batterh batteries. ies. DevicDevices can also be wirees can also be wired to househod to household or ld or 
vehicle energy sources.vehicle energy sources.

Another type of listening device is theAnother type of listening device is the wiredwired mic, inmic, in
which a wire runs from the mic directly to the receiver, usuallywhich a wire runs from the mic directly to the receiver, usually
in a nearby room/ain a nearby room/apartment. partment. Wired mWired microphones do not neicrophones do not needed
an energy source as they are powered by the monitor throughan energy source as they are powered by the monitor through
the wire. the wire. Wired mics haWired mics have a better sound qualive a better sound quality but are not asty but are not as
commonly used today due to their greater potential for beingcommonly used today due to their greater potential for being
discovered (via the wire).discovered (via the wire).

LiListsteenining ng dedeviviceces s arare e plplacaceed d iin n aarreaeas s whwheerere
conconverversatsationions s usuusuallally y occoccurur, , i.ei.e., ., livliving ing roorooms, ms, kikitchtchen,en,
 bedrooms,  bedrooms, and and vehicles. vehicles. They They can can be be hidden hidden in in wall wall sockets,sockets,
light switches, lamps, behind paintings, in ceilings, walls, air light switches, lamps, behind paintings, in ceilings, walls, air 
ventsvents, etc. , etc. In high-lIn high-level operevel operationations, devices have alss, devices have also beeno been
 placed in park benches & cafes freque placed in park benches & cafes frequented by the target.nted by the target.

Although scanners & other specialized equipment canAlthough scanners & other specialized equipment can
 be used  be used to locate devices, to locate devices, this does not this does not ensure areas are ensure areas are secure.secure.
 New  New technologies technologies can can overcome overcome such such detection detection devices, devices, andand
‘bugs’ can be remotely turned off, temporarily cutting any RF‘bugs’ can be remotely turned off, temporarily cutting any RF
transmissions. transmissions. The money & efThe money & effort spent acfort spent acquiring such gear quiring such gear 
will only alert the surveillance team.will only alert the surveillance team.

As As a a gengeneraeral l rulrule, e, all encloall enclosed spacesed spaces s shoshould beuld be

considered vulnerable to surveillance by listening devices,considered vulnerable to surveillance by listening devices,
especially those used or frequented by movement members/especially those used or frequented by movement members/

associates, etc.associates, etc.

Another type of listening deviceAnother type of listening device
is that worn on the body by an informantis that worn on the body by an informant
or infor infililtrtratatoror. . LiLike othke other tyer typepes of s of 
devices, it will have a small concealabledevices, it will have a small concealable
microphone attached to a transmitter &microphone attached to a transmitter &
 battery battery. . More More sophisticated sophisticated listeninglistening
devdeviceices s can also be can also be conconceacealed in led in anyany
nunumbmber er of of obobjejectcts s (c(camamererasas, , pepensns,,
watwatcheches, bagss, bags, cups, etc, cups, etc.). .). LisListenteninging
dedeviviceces s usused ed by by tthe he FBFBI I & & AATF TF inin
undundercercoveover r opeoperatrationions s agaagainsinst t bibiker ker 
gangs were hidden in pagers and cegangs were hidden in pagers and cell phone batteries. ll phone batteries. They hadThey had
on/on/ofoff f swiswitchtches so es so thethey y coucould ld be turnebe turned d ofoff f if if ththere was ere was aa
scanner being used to detect scanner being used to detect hidden transmitters.hidden transmitters.

LaLaseser r dedeviviceces s arare e alalso so usused ed to to cocollllecect t wiwindndowow
vivibrbratatioions ns anand d coconvnverert t ththem em ininto to auaudidio o sisigngnalals, s, ththererebebyy
recording conversations in offices, apartments, etc.recording conversations in offices, apartments, etc.

Parabolic MicrophonesParabolic Microphones
Powerful microphones are designed to eavesdrop onPowerful microphones are designed to eavesdrop on

coconvenversrsatatioions ns ovover er a a lolongng
distance. distance. Also referred to Also referred to as aas a
‘bi‘bionionic c ear’ear’, , parparaboabolic lic micmicss
are hand-held devices usuallyare hand-held devices usually
with a boom mic and a roundwith a boom mic and a round
disc disc attaattached. ched. The The operaoperator tor 
wewearars s eaear-r-phphononeses. . SoSomeme
 parabolic  parabolic mics mics have have effectiveeffective
rraannggees  s  oof  f  33000 0  mmeettrreess..
Civilian versions are sold for Civilian versions are sold for 
hunhuntinting, g, and some and some attattach toach to
 binoculars (which  binoculars (which will will have have aa
small boom mic sticking out).small boom mic sticking out).
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Video CamerasVideo Cameras
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) is one of the mostClosed-circuit television (CCTV) is one of the most

wideswidespread examppread examples of technicales of technical surveilll surveillance in societyance in society. . InIn
every city there are tens of thousands of CCTV video cameras,every city there are tens of thousands of CCTV video cameras,
in in stostoresres, , banbanks, ks, malmalls, ls, ofofficfices, es, schschoolools, s, tratransinsit, t, strstreeteets s &&
intersections.intersections.

For surveillance operations,For surveillance operations,
miniature CCTV video cameras areminiature CCTV video cameras are
alsalso rouo routintinely uely usedsed. . TheThey havy havee
filmfilmed ed peoplpeople e making and making and sellsellinging
drugs, weapons, & bombs, as welldrugs, weapons, & bombs, as well
as making incriminating statements.as making incriminating statements.
MiMinini-C-CCTCTV V cacamemeraras s cacan n be be asas
small as a dime in diameter (with asmall as a dime in diameter (with a
smasmall ll pinpin-ho-hole le apeaperturture)re). . LikLikee
liliststenenining g dedeviviceces, s, miminini-v-vidideoeo
camcameraeras s can be can be hidhidden in den in almalmostost
anything, inc. a pager, a teddy bear,anything, inc. a pager, a teddy bear,

a VCR, a clock, a VCR, a clock, a radio, a smoke detector, etc. (such devices area radio, a smoke detector, etc. (such devices are
available available on ton the che commercial maommercial market). rket). In aIn apartments partments or moteor motell
rooms, or any adjoining structures, surveillance teams can gainrooms, or any adjoining structures, surveillance teams can gain
access and drill a pin-hole through walls, ceilings or floors, andaccess and drill a pin-hole through walls, ceilings or floors, and
insert a pin-hole camera (as is done during barricaded suspectinsert a pin-hole camera (as is done during barricaded suspect
situations).situations).

Mini-CCTV devices must have a power source & aMini-CCTV devices must have a power source & a
transmitter to relay the information to a nearby monitor—thetransmitter to relay the information to a nearby monitor—the
surveillance tesurveillance team (or recorderam (or recorder). ). Like a lisLike a listending device, ttending device, thehe
 power source  power source may be may be a battery a battery or it or it may be may be directly wired directly wired to ato a
resresideidence or nce or vehvehiclicle e powpower er supsupplyply. . SopSophishisticticateated d vidvideoeo
cameras also have night-vision.cameras also have night-vision.

In cases where physical surveillance of a suspect wasIn cases where physical surveillance of a suspect was
either too difficult, or illegal activities occurred at too long aneither too difficult, or illegal activities occurred at too long an
interval, mini-CCTV video cameras have been covertly set upinterval, mini-CCTV video cameras have been covertly set up
outside a resideoutside a residence. nce. They are motion-seThey are motion-sensitive and only rensitive and only recordcord
data when there is movdata when there is movement. ement. In Germany 2007 this tIn Germany 2007 this techniqueechnique
was reportedly used to monitor the homes of persons suspectedwas reportedly used to monitor the homes of persons suspected
of of carcarryirying ng out sporaout sporadic dic attattacacks ks oveover r ththe e coucourse rse of of sevseveraerall
monmonths ths (i(i.e., .e., whewhen n phyphysicsical al sursurveiveillallance nce wouwould ld be be larlargelgelyy
unproductive).unproductive).

PoPowewerfrful ul vividedeo o cacamemeraras s arare e alalso so momoununteted d onon
helichelicopteropters, s, planeplanes s and and UnmannUnmanned ed AeriAerial al VVehiclehicles es (UA(UAV).V).
These vehicles can hover or circle an area at very high altitudes,These vehicles can hover or circle an area at very high altitudes,
virtually out of sight and sound range, and still identify anvirtually out of sight and sound range, and still identify an
individual's face.individual's face.

Many cell phones and digital cameras now have videoMany cell phones and digital cameras now have video
capabcapabilityility. . More policMore police forces mount video camere forces mount video cameras in their as in their 
cars. cars. In 2007, UK poIn 2007, UK police adapted a lice adapted a head-mounted mini-chead-mounted mini-cameraamera
that can be worn by uniformed officers to record incidents &that can be worn by uniformed officers to record incidents &
suspesuspects. cts. It resembIt resembles a small flashliles a small flashlight. Therght. There are also newe are also new
shoulshoulderder-radi-radios os used by used by some police forces that some police forces that have mini-have mini-
video & photo cameras in them.video & photo cameras in them.

Still PhotographyStill Photography
The use of 35mm camera & The use of 35mm camera & digital cameras remains andigital cameras remains an

important tool in important tool in surveillance work. surveillance work. It is especiIt is especially useful for ally useful for 
documenting & identifying individuals, locations, vehicles, etc.documenting & identifying individuals, locations, vehicles, etc.
In particular, 35mm film and hi-quality digital cameras provideIn particular, 35mm film and hi-quality digital cameras provide
sharp, clear pictures as opposed to images taken from a video.sharp, clear pictures as opposed to images taken from a video.
Photographs must be taken by an operator with line of sightPhotographs must be taken by an operator with line of sight
observation of the observation of the target. target. With hi-poweWith hi-powered zoom lenses, close-red zoom lenses, close-
ups can be ups can be achieved over great distances.achieved over great distances.

Many cell phones now have digital cameras installedMany cell phones now have digital cameras installed
and can and can be be useused d to to taktake e phophotos of tos of perpersonsons, s, lilicencense se plaplatestes,,
documents, etc.documents, etc.

Tracking DevicesTracking Devices
UsuUsuallally y atattactached hed to to the the rearear r undunderserside ide of of vehvehiclicles,es,

these devices emit a signal which can be tracked by satellite &these devices emit a signal which can be tracked by satellite &
cellular technolcellular technology (the global posiogy (the global positioning system: GPS). tioning system: GPS). AnyAny
vehicles equipped with GPS technology are already capable of vehicles equipped with GPS technology are already capable of 
 being tracked (i.e.,  being tracked (i.e., the OnStar the OnStar network). network). As noted, As noted, cell phonescell phones
are also tracking devices.are also tracking devices.

One documented versionOne documented version
of a tracking device used by theof a tracking device used by the
FBI consists of a GPS transmitter,FBI consists of a GPS transmitter,
a cellular antennae, a battery pack,a cellular antennae, a battery pack,
and a componeand a component box. nt box. These wereThese were
enencacasesed d in in blblacack k memetatal l boboxexes,s,
connected by wires, and attachedconnected by wires, and attached
to to the underthe undersidside e of of vehvehiclicles es byby
extreextremely mely strostrong ng magnemagnets. ts. TheThe
 battery  battery pack, pack, containing 4 containing 4 lithiumlithium
D-size batteries, was a cylindricalD-size batteries, was a cylindrical
memettal tal tubube 12 “ loe 12 “ longng. . ThThee
component box was the size of acomponent box was the size of a
 paperback  paperback book. book. With With this, this, thethe
lolocacatition on of of a a dedevivice ce cocoululd d bebe
determined within a few yards.determined within a few yards.

Commercially-available tracking devices, such as theCommercially-available tracking devices, such as the
Quicktrack GPS Tracker, consist of a one black metal box withQuicktrack GPS Tracker, consist of a one black metal box with
strong magnets. strong magnets. It is 4.6” by 2.5” iIt is 4.6” by 2.5” in size and has a n size and has a battery lifebattery life
of 40 hours in of 40 hours in tracker mode, and one tracker mode, and one month in standby.month in standby.

RecRecent ent GPS GPS devdeviceices s avaavailailable ble on on the the comcommermerciaciall
markemarket are almost as small as a wristt are almost as small as a wristwatcwatch. h. SophiSophisticasticatedted
tracking devices can be installed anywhere on a vehicle (nottracking devices can be installed anywhere on a vehicle (not
 just  just the the undercarriage, undercarriage, this this is is especially especially true true if if the the vehicle vehicle isis
impounded or left for long impounded or left for long periods unattended).periods unattended).

A A vvaarriiaannt t oof f ttrraacckkiingng
devices is the Radio Frequencydevices is the Radio Frequency
ID (RFID), a small device (asID (RFID), a small device (as
small as a grain of rice) thatsmall as a grain of rice) that
emiemits a sigts a signalnal. . It is uIt is used bysed by
cocorrpoporaratitionons s tto o trtracack k ththee
shshipipmemennt t of of ggoooods ds aand nd ttoo
 prevent  prevent shoplifting. shoplifting. MiniatureMiniature
RRFFIIDD''s  s  aarre  e  ssuurrggiiccaallllyy
iimpmpllaanntteed d iin n tthhe e sskkiin n oof f 
 persons  persons for for medical medical reasons reasons (it(it
contains their medical history)contains their medical history)
aas  s  wweelll  l  aas  s  ffoor  r  sseeccuurriittyy
((ppootteennttiiaal  l  vviiccttiimms  s  oof  f  
kidnapping). kidnapping). The FBI The FBI has alhas alsoso

used used RFID and GPS devices to RFID and GPS devices to track the shiptrack the shipment of drugs.ment of drugs.

Night-Vision & Thermal ImageryNight-Vision & Thermal Imagery
 Night-vision  Night-vision devices devices (NVD's) (NVD's) magnify magnify existing existing moonmoon

& & ststar ar lilighght, t, alallolowiwing ng ththe e vivieweewer r to to sesee e in in whwhat at wowoululdd
otherwise be otherwise be total datotal darkness. rkness. This is This is usually as usually as a grainy a grainy greengreen
image. image. Night vision caNight vision can be limited by ln be limited by lack of any light ack of any light source,source,
heavy rain, fog, heavy rain, fog, etc. etc. While night-viWhile night-vision enables sion enables the viewer tothe viewer to
see at night or in low-light conditions,see at night or in low-light conditions, thermal imaging thermal imaging detectsdetects
alterations in alterations in temperature. temperature. Thermal imaging caThermal imaging cameras can seemeras can see
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through fog and smoke, and are routinely used by fire fightersthrough fog and smoke, and are routinely used by fire fighters
to detect the actual fire point when it is engulfed by thick to detect the actual fire point when it is engulfed by thick 
smoke. smoke. Recently used Recently used vehicle engvehicle engines, human forines, human forms, recentlyms, recently
dug up earthdug up earth, etc. can all be detecte, etc. can all be detected. d. SpeciSpecializealized thermald thermal
imaging equipment can also be used to monitor the movementimaging equipment can also be used to monitor the movement

of people inside a structure.of people inside a structure.
FoFor r ththesese e rereasasonons, s, bobothth

ththerermamal l imimagagery ery & & nignightht--
visvision ion are are rouroutintinely ely useused d inin
 police  police & & military military helicopters.helicopters.
Of Of ththe e twtwo, o, NVNVD'D's s arare e fafar r 
more common and are issuedmore common and are issued
to regular combat soldiers andto regular combat soldiers and
spspececiaialilizezed d popolilice ce teteamams.s.
BoBoth th NVNVD'D's s anand d ththerermamall
devices can be in the form of devices can be in the form of 
gogglgoggles, es, binocbinocularsulars, , or or riflriflee
scopescopes. s. They They are are commoncommonlyly
usused ed in in rururaral l susurvrveieillllanancece

where there is where there is far less artifar less artificial lightficial light. . Helicopters, plaHelicopters, planes andnes and
Unmanned Aerial VUnmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAehicles (UAV's) can V's) can be equipped be equipped with nightwith night
vision and thermal imaging devices.vision and thermal imaging devices.

BiometricsBiometrics
The use of unique individual physiological traits, suchThe use of unique individual physiological traits, such

as as fafacicial al rerecocogngnititioion, n, iriris is scscananniningng, , vovoicice e rerecocogngnititioion,n,
fingefingerprirprints, postunts, posture & re & walk, totawalk, total body imagingl body imaging, etc. , etc. Due toDue to
computer & technological advances, the use of biometrics incomputer & technological advances, the use of biometrics in
identifying & tracking people has become identifying & tracking people has become more widespread.more widespread.

In terms of surveillance, biometric technologies can beIn terms of surveillance, biometric technologies can be
used to identify persons and track them in a crowd, based onused to identify persons and track them in a crowd, based on
faciafacial recognitl recognition or body imagingion or body imaging. . TTelepelephone calls can behone calls can be
analyanalyzed to identify speazed to identify speakers. kers. FingFingerprierprints can be digitalnts can be digitallyly
scscanannened d by by hahandnd-h-heleld d dedeviviceces s to to coconfnfirirm m or or esestatablblisishh
ideidentintitieties(os(on n the spotthe spot). ). ManMany y coucountrntries are ies are now adopnow adoptintingg
 biometric  biometric features features for for new new identity identity cards cards (driver's (driver's licenses licenses &&
 passports), including iris scans &  passports), including iris scans & facial recognition. facial recognition. Entry intoEntry into
an an increincreasing number asing number of of indusindustriatrial l & & govergovernment facilitnment facilities,ies,
office complexes, etc. now requires biometric scanning.office complexes, etc. now requires biometric scanning.

Unmanned Aerial VehiclesUnmanned Aerial Vehicles
UAUAV's V's are are comcommonmonly ly useused d by by milmilitaitary ry forforces ces for for 

survesurveillaillance and reconce and reconnaisnnaissancesance. . There are many tyThere are many types of pes of 
UAV's, but all serve as aerial surveillance platforms and carryUAV's, but all serve as aerial surveillance platforms and carry

 powerful video  powerful video cameras equipped cameras equipped with night-vision & with night-vision & thermal.thermal.
ThThey ey arare e reremomotetely ly cocontntrorolllled ed by by a a grgrouound nd opopereratator or whwhoo
observes the flight path and area through the UAV's onboardobserves the flight path and area through the UAV's onboard
cacamemerara. . SmaSmall versll versioionsns, , susuch as ch as ththe e RaRaveven, n, SkSkylylarark k or or 
EagleScan are the size of miniature airplanes and can be hand-EagleScan are the size of miniature airplanes and can be hand-
launched. launched. They have a shorter fligThey have a shorter flight time and are meant to beht time and are meant to be
used by frontline combat troops who require a recon of a nearbyused by frontline combat troops who require a recon of a nearby
area. area. Larger UALarger UAV's such as tV's such as the Heron & he Heron & Predator are Predator are the sizethe size
of a small plane and can remain in flight for nearly 24 hoursof a small plane and can remain in flight for nearly 24 hours
and fly long ranand fly long ranges. ges. They can also hoveThey can also hover at high altitr at high altitudes.udes.
These larger UAV's can be equipped with missiles and haveThese larger UAV's can be equipped with missiles and have
 been used in targette been used in targetted assassinations by Israeld assassinations by Israeli and US forces.i and US forces.

SatelliteSatellite
SaSatetellllitites es arare e usused ed by by mimililitataryry, , inintetelllligigenence ce anandd

commercial agencies for a variety of purposes, including digitalcommercial agencies for a variety of purposes, including digital
imaging, communicatiimaging, communications, navigation, ons, navigation, etc.. etc.. They are lThey are launchedaunched
into specific orbits, which they then maintain during the courseinto specific orbits, which they then maintain during the course
of their life (of their life (up to 10 years in soup to 10 years in some cases). me cases). There are hundredsThere are hundreds
of satellites in orbit around the earth.of satellites in orbit around the earth.

The most advanced spy satellites are those deployedThe most advanced spy satellites are those deployed
 by  by the the US, US, including including the the 'Key 'Key Hole' Hole' (KH) (KH) series series of of imagingimaging
satellites. satellites. The KH-12 and KH-13 versions can ideThe KH-12 and KH-13 versions can identity objectsntity objects
as small as 5” on the ground (from hundreds of miles in space).as small as 5” on the ground (from hundreds of miles in space).
They They alsalso o use use radradarar, , laslasersers, , infinfrarrared ed and and eleelectrctromagomagtnetnetictic
sensors to see through cloud cover, forest canopies, and evensensors to see through cloud cover, forest canopies, and even
concrete structures, to create images or gather data.concrete structures, to create images or gather data.

ImaImaginging g satsatellelliteites s are are useused d priprimarmarily ily for for milmilitaitaryry
intelligence to monitor troop movements, weapons positions,intelligence to monitor troop movements, weapons positions,
 bases, ports,  bases, ports, cargo ships, cargo ships, etc. etc. They They are limited are limited in their in their use use for for 
suveillance of individuals because they are in orbit and cannotsuveillance of individuals because they are in orbit and cannot
hover over a specific area, and therefore cannot provide real-hover over a specific area, and therefore cannot provide real-
time video of a stime video of a single location. ingle location. Aerial views of Aerial views of tops of headstops of heads
are also not very are also not very useful.useful.

Other surveillance satellites are those used for SIGINTOther surveillance satellites are those used for SIGINT
(signals intelligence) which monitor radio and mobile phone(signals intelligence) which monitor radio and mobile phone
tratraffffic. ic. TheThere are an re are an estestimaimated 100 US ted 100 US natnationional secural securityity
satellites in orbit, with 6-7 of them being imaging, and 9-11satellites in orbit, with 6-7 of them being imaging, and 9-11
 being SIGINT being SIGINT. . Canada and other allied states share inteCanada and other allied states share intelligencelligence
with the US through networks such as Echelon, including datawith the US through networks such as Echelon, including data
from US spy from US spy satellites.satellites.
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7. 7. Surveillance Surveillance DetectionDetection

ConfiConfirming survrming surveilleillance can ofteance can often be n be difdifficulficult. t. It isIt is
usually done to determine if surveillance exists (in order tousually done to determine if surveillance exists (in order to
evaevade de it)it). . For this reasoFor this reason, n, obvobviouious s sursurveiveillallance detecnce detectiotionn
shoulshould be avoided. d be avoided. If operatIf operators think a targors think a target is engaging inet is engaging in
counter-surveillance, they may become more sophisticated incounter-surveillance, they may become more sophisticated in
their approach, and may believe the target is going to carry outtheir approach, and may believe the target is going to carry out
some ‘illegal’ activity.some ‘illegal’ activity.

In most cases, surveillance operators will withdraw if In most cases, surveillance operators will withdraw if 
they believe ththey believe they have been dey have been detected. etected. Surveillance iSurveillance itself maytself may
 be  be stopped. stopped. In In other other situations, situations, surveillance surveillance teams teams maymay
mamainintatain in cocommammand nd of of ththe e tatargrget et eveven en if if dedetetectcted ed (o(ovevertrt
survesurveillaillance). nce). ObviouObvious surveils surveillanclance by e by policpolice is sometimese is sometimes
used to used to intiintimidatmidate e tartargets as gets as part of part of a a larlarger psychologger psychologicalical
warfawarfare re operaoperation, usually tion, usually desigdesigned ned to to neutrneutralize the alize the targtargetet
through fear and paranoia.through fear and paranoia.

Detection of Detection of 
Physical SurveillancePhysical Surveillance

ThThe e kekey y to to susuccccesessfsful ul susurvrveieillllanance ce dedetetectctioion n isis
awarenessawareness andand observationobservation of one’s surroundings, includingof one’s surroundings, including
 persons  persons and and vehicles. vehicles. In In identifying potential identifying potential operators, operators, makemake
note of their clothing, size, mannerisms, and facial featuresnote of their clothing, size, mannerisms, and facial features
(including hair style & color, shape of head & face, mustache,(including hair style & color, shape of head & face, mustache,
marks, etc.). marks, etc.). In particularIn particular, any distinguishing mar, any distinguishing marks or featuresks or features
can greatly assist in retention & the ability to later identify thecan greatly assist in retention & the ability to later identify the
same individual or vehicle.same individual or vehicle.

MoMost st opopereratatorors s wiwill ll atattetempt mpt to to blblenend d in in anand d toto
minimize any attminimize any attention being drention being drawn to them. awn to them. Colorful or oddColorful or odd
clothing, hairstyles, etc. will be avoided due to the involuntaryclothing, hairstyles, etc. will be avoided due to the involuntary
attention they atattention they attract. tract. Therefore, most operatTherefore, most operators will be markedors will be marked
 by their ‘unnoticeable’  by their ‘unnoticeable’ and normal appearance.and normal appearance.

In identifying possible operators, begin by observingIn identifying possible operators, begin by observing
those arothose around you. und you. AssumAssume that all are potentie that all are potential operatal operators.ors.
Begin eliminating those who are most likely to not be engagedBegin eliminating those who are most likely to not be engaged
in survein surveillaillance, in ordence, in order to focus on thosr to focus on those that are. e that are. Keep inKeep in
mind that some surveillance teams consist of persons who look mind that some surveillance teams consist of persons who look 
as if they could not pass a basic physical fitness test, and canas if they could not pass a basic physical fitness test, and can
include old include old Asian ladies, fat short men, etcAsian ladies, fat short men, etc. . Undercover policeUndercover police
have also infiltrated biker gangs, facilitated in part by their ownhave also infiltrated biker gangs, facilitated in part by their own
 personal  personal interest interest in in tattoos, tattoos, growing growing their their hair hair long, long, and and notnot
shavishaving. ng. It is most importIt is most important to evaluaant to evaluate what peoplte what people do ande do and
their behavior, not their appearance or what they look their behavior, not their appearance or what they look like.like.

Vehicles can be observed by their color, shape, model,Vehicles can be observed by their color, shape, model,
notnoticeiceablable e marmarks/ks/dendents, and ts, and liclicensense e plaplatestes. . At At nignight, theht, the
sillhouette of the vehicle and the position of its headlights cansillhouette of the vehicle and the position of its headlights can
assist in identifying possible surveillance operators.assist in identifying possible surveillance operators.

A main goal in detection is to observe an individualA main goal in detection is to observe an individual
and/or vehicle in one location, and and/or vehicle in one location, and then at subsequent locations.then at subsequent locations.

General Characteristics of General Characteristics of 
Surveillance Operators (Foot & Vehicle):Surveillance Operators (Foot & Vehicle):

●● Can be of any race or ethnicity, any size or Can be of any race or ethnicity, any size or 
shape, young or old.shape, young or old.

●● They will usually avoid eye contact and canThey will usually avoid eye contact and can
even appear awkward in their efforts to do so.even appear awkward in their efforts to do so.

●● They may appear out of place, nervous &They may appear out of place, nervous &
tense (because they are).tense (because they are).

●● Can be heard or observed speaking into chestCan be heard or observed speaking into chest
micromicrophonephones, s, adjusadjusting ting ear-ear-piecepieces, s, or or usingusing
hand-held devices to adjust volume or signalhand-held devices to adjust volume or signal
team members (contained in pocket).team members (contained in pocket).

●● Can Can be be obsobserverved ed sigsignalnaling ing (by (by hanhand, d, heaheadd
nod, etc.) or directly talking to other teamnod, etc.) or directly talking to other team
members.members.

Detection Detection TTechniquesechniques
One of the best times to detect surveillance is when aOne of the best times to detect surveillance is when a

survesurveillance illance box box  has has beebeen n estestablablishished ed aroaround und a a loclocatiation.on.
Surveillance teams are most vulnerable to detection during thisSurveillance teams are most vulnerable to detection during this
 phase  phase of of an an operation. operation. In In some some cases, cases, they they may may sit sit for for hourshours
waiting for the target to move waiting for the target to move or appear.or appear.

ObservObservation ation PostPostss in in oveoverlorlookioking ng apaapartmrtmentents s or or 
houses can often be identified by their apparent lack of activity,houses can often be identified by their apparent lack of activity,
drdrawawn n blblininds ds or or cucurtrtaiainsns, , or or sosome me ototheher r cocoveveriringngs s ovover er 
windows. windows. Although they want to see Although they want to see out, they do not want youout, they do not want you
to see in. to see in. In order to seIn order to see out, all they may ree out, all they may require iquire is a slights a slight
opening for a camera lens opening for a camera lens or telescope.or telescope.

Possible OP locations can be observed from within thePossible OP locations can be observed from within the
target location (using the method described above) as well astarget location (using the method described above) as well as
when leavwhen leaving/eing/enterntering the area. ing the area. For surveiFor surveillanllance teams, thece teams, the
ideal location has good line-of-sight observation of the target’sideal location has good line-of-sight observation of the target’s
front door and vehicle.front door and vehicle.

The more familiar one is with their neighborhood, theThe more familiar one is with their neighborhood, the
easier it is to identify new vehicles & even neighbors, both of easier it is to identify new vehicles & even neighbors, both of 
whiwhich could be potench could be potentitial surveal surveillillancance. e. SomSometietimesmes, , it isit is
impractical for police to rent out apartments or use the homes of impractical for police to rent out apartments or use the homes of 
civilians. civilians. Then, a vehicle ObservatThen, a vehicle Observation Post is used.ion Post is used.

If If aa Vehicle Observation PostVehicle Observation Post is used, it is usually ais used, it is usually a
van, mini-van, camper home, or cube truck—large enough tovan, mini-van, camper home, or cube truck—large enough to
cocontntaiain n opopereratatorors s & & susurvrveieillllanance ce eqequiuipmepmentnt. . LiLike ke ththee
apartment scenario, a vehicle OP will be marked by its lack of apartment scenario, a vehicle OP will be marked by its lack of 
activity and by an inability to see into the rear compartmentactivity and by an inability to see into the rear compartment
arearea. a. CurCurtaitains or some othens or some other cover are alsr cover are also placeo placed on d on thethe
winwindowdows. s. VVehiehicle OP’cle OP’s s can remacan remain parkein parked d for dayfor days s or beor be
momoveved d ararouound nd anand d rereplaplaceced. d. A possA possibible le inindidicacatotor r of of 
sursurveiveillallance nce is is the the neanear-r-conconstastant nt prepresensence ce of of somsome e kinkind d of of 
vehicle with a rear compartment in vehicle with a rear compartment in the vicinitythe vicinity..

If a vehicle matching these descriptions is parked &If a vehicle matching these descriptions is parked &
the the dridriver ver walwalks ks awaawayy, , thethen n getgets s intinto o anoanothether r vehvehiclicle, e, thethe
 parked vehicle  parked vehicle is is a a potential surveillance potential surveillance post. post. In In some some cases,cases,
 police  police have have parked parked a a normal normal passenger passenger car car with with an an operator operator 
hiddehidden n in the tin the trunk. runk. The opThe operatoerator can mor can monitonitor a trar a transmitnsmitter ter 
and/or video record activities through a peep and/or video record activities through a peep hole.hole.

A variaA variatiotion n of of the vehithe vehicle OP cle OP is the is the parparkinking g of aof a
vehicle with either a device and reciever to record a nearbyvehicle with either a device and reciever to record a nearby
transmitter (in a building or on a person) or with a mini-CCTVtransmitter (in a building or on a person) or with a mini-CCTV
video camvideo camera instaera installedlled. . The operaThe operator leavetor leaves the car for thes the car for the
duration of the duration of the surveillance operation then retrieves it later.surveillance operation then retrieves it later.

********

When leaving a location, either by foot or vehicle, theWhen leaving a location, either by foot or vehicle, the
target individual discreetly observes for signs of atarget individual discreetly observes for signs of a trigger trigger  (an(an
operator with line of sight) as well as theoperator with line of sight) as well as the  follow follow —a  —a person person or or 
vehicle which also pulls out and begins to follow behind.vehicle which also pulls out and begins to follow behind.
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A person can also walk around the neighborhood andA person can also walk around the neighborhood and
observe for posobserve for possible surveillasible surveillance. nce. Leaving and then Leaving and then returningreturning
((double-back double-back )-)-- - as as if if somsomethething ing was was forforgotgottenten-- -- can can forforcece
opeoperaratortors s to to rere-es-estabtablislish h a a sursurveiveillallance nce boxbox, , potpotententialiallyly
exposing themselves.exposing themselves.

AnAnototheher r titime me whwhen en susurvrveieillllanance ce opopereratatorors s araree
vulnerable to detection is during thevulnerable to detection is during the transitiontransition from foot tofrom foot to
vevehihiclcle, e, or viceor vice/v/verersasa. . ObObseservrve e fofor r pepersrsonons s whwho o rurushsh
unexpectedly to enter a vehicle, or unexpectedly to enter a vehicle, or who exit abruptly, etc.who exit abruptly, etc.

During mobile surveillance, it is often the reactions byDuring mobile surveillance, it is often the reactions by
operators which reveal theoperators which reveal their activityir activity. . Some of this isSome of this is
subconscious and becomes part of the routine of surveillancesubconscious and becomes part of the routine of surveillance
operations.operations.

For For exaexamplmple,e, mirroringmirroring is is whewhen n a a susurvrveieillllanancece
opeoperarator tor dupdupliclicateates s youyour r actactionions s as as ththey ey folfollow low youyour r lealead,d,
especespecially ially in in vehivehicle cle survsurveillaeillance.nce. PacingPacing is is whwhen en ththeyey
maintain the same constant distance between themselves & themaintain the same constant distance between themselves & the
target, slowing down and speeding up to keep pace.target, slowing down and speeding up to keep pace.

By By taktaking ing cercertaitain n rouroutes tes or or actactionions, s, sursurveiveillallancence
operators can also be caught operators can also be caught off guard.off guard.

MoMoviving ng ththrorougughh
chchanannenelizlized ed teterrrraiainn

can expose surveillancecan expose surveillance
ooppeerraattoorrs  s  ttoo
observation.observation.
ChanChanneliznelized ed terrterrain ain isis
when all traffic (foot or when all traffic (foot or 
vevehihiclclee) ) mumusst t papassss
ththrorougugh h a a rereststririctcteded
 passage  passage or or opening. opening. AA
 bridge is  bridge is an example an example of of 
sucsuch h terterrairain, n, a a tuntunnelnel,,
etcetc. . In oIn orderder to r to keekeepp
ccoommmmaanndd,  ,  aa
surveillance team mustsurveillance team must
comcommit mit to to ententeriering ng &&

crossing the terracrossing the terrain. in. On foot, a target coOn foot, a target could walk to the middleuld walk to the middle
of a bridge, stoof a bridge, stop as if to enjoy the viewp as if to enjoy the view, , then turthen turn and walk n and walk 
 back (u-turn) to note the resp back (u-turn) to note the response of other foot traffionse of other foot traffic.c.

When walking or driving, sudden and abruptWhen walking or driving, sudden and abrupt u-turnsu-turns

can force a surveillance operator to respond, thereby revealingcan force a surveillance operator to respond, thereby revealing
their actitheir activityvity. . Poorly traPoorly trained operatoined operators or rs or overovert surveillat surveillancence
will quickly u-turn as well & resume the followwill quickly u-turn as well & resume the follow. . A well-trainA well-traineded
operator will continue past and then turn off, handing commandoperator will continue past and then turn off, handing command
over to over to another vehicle/operatoranother vehicle/operator..

StStandandard ard ResResponponse se to to a a U-TU-Turnurn:: commacommand nd vehicvehiclele
concontintinues ues strstraigaight, ht, bacback-uk-up p vehvehiclicle e pulpulls ls ofoff f to to begbeginin
followfollow

When walking or driving, aWhen walking or driving, a
blind turnblind turn can be used to force ancan be used to force an
unexpected response by surveillanceunexpected response by surveillance
operaoperators. tors. A bliA blind turn is a suddend turn is a suddenn
turn at a corner in which the targetturn at a corner in which the target
then stops and waits to observe thethen stops and waits to observe the
actactionions s of of potpotentential ial sursurveiveillallancence
operaoperators. tors. A stA standarandard respod response bynse by
surveillance will be to continue pastsurveillance will be to continue past
the corner while glancing to observethe corner while glancing to observe
the whereabouts of the whereabouts of the targetthe target. . He/she will tHe/she will then communicatehen communicate
this to other operators and pass command on to another teamthis to other operators and pass command on to another team
memmemberber. . LesLess s expexperieriencenced ed opeoperatrators may ors may simsimply turn theply turn the
corner also and be confronted by the target, possibly forcing ancorner also and be confronted by the target, possibly forcing an
unexpected reaction.unexpected reaction.

On foot, the only opportunity to discreetly observe toOn foot, the only opportunity to discreetly observe to
the rear is when crothe rear is when crossing an intersectissing an intersection. on. Sudden crossings inSudden crossings in
the middle of the street (the middle of the street ( jaywalk  jaywalk ) also allow for rear views and) also allow for rear views and
may catch opermay catch operators off ators off guard. guard. EnteringEntering public locationspublic locations, such, such
as malls, office complexes, etc., can force surveillance to enter as malls, office complexes, etc., can force surveillance to enter 
with you and ewith you and expose themselves xpose themselves to closer obsto closer observation. ervation. GoingGoing
up or down a series of escalators allows for logical 180-degreeup or down a series of escalators allows for logical 180-degree
turns to obseturns to observe to the rearrve to the rear. . ElevaElevators coultors could force operad force operatorstors
into even closer proximity. Multiple levels also enable a targetinto even closer proximity. Multiple levels also enable a target
to observe large areas from a to observe large areas from a dominant & overlooking position.dominant & overlooking position.

Public transitPublic transit can also be used for detection purposes.can also be used for detection purposes.
Getting on buses or subways can force operators to get intoGetting on buses or subways can force operators to get into
close proximity with tclose proximity with the target or rhe target or risk losing command. isk losing command. WhenWhen
operators must get on transit with a target, this provides goodoperators must get on transit with a target, this provides good
exposure of facial features and can force unnatural responsesexposure of facial features and can force unnatural responses
from operators. from operators. Observe those who arrive aObserve those who arrive at bus stop after yout bus stop after you
and board the same bus, as well as those already on the bus andand board the same bus, as well as those already on the bus and
seated to the rear, and those who board at subsequent stops.seated to the rear, and those who board at subsequent stops.
Foot operators may also be dropped off after the target gets off,Foot operators may also be dropped off after the target gets off,
therefore if the same vehicle is seen near bus stops en route, or therefore if the same vehicle is seen near bus stops en route, or 
eveven en fofollllowowining g ththe e bubus, s, ththis is is is a a popossssibible le inindidicacatotor r of of 
surveillance.surveillance.

OnOn highwayshighways, pulling off onto the shoulder prior to a, pulling off onto the shoulder prior to a
rest area may force surveillance vehicles to pull off and wait.rest area may force surveillance vehicles to pull off and wait.
DriDrivinving g thrthrougough h the the resrest t arearea, a, a a tartarget get can can obsobserverve e whiwhichch
vevehihiclcles es arare e ththerere e anand d ththen en ididenentitify fy ththem em at at susubsbseqequeuentnt
locations. locations. Like subways, Like subways, highways are highways are characterized characterized by highby high
speeds which can cspeeds which can catch surveillanatch surveillance operators ofce operators off-guard. f-guard. ExitExit
ramps, turn offs, rest areas, u-turns, blind-turns, etc. can all beramps, turn offs, rest areas, u-turns, blind-turns, etc. can all be
exploited on exploited on highways. highways. Highways also Highways also offer obsoffer observation over ervation over 
longer ranges and for extended periods of longer ranges and for extended periods of time.time.

In both foot & vehicle surveillance, command may beIn both foot & vehicle surveillance, command may be
shifshifted frequeted frequently to minimize expntly to minimize exposure of operatosure of operators. ors. OftenOften,,
unpredictable or sudden moves can force surveillance teams tounpredictable or sudden moves can force surveillance teams to
react. react. However, if However, if your pattern up this poyour pattern up this point has been routine &int has been routine &
 predictable,  predictable, operators operators will will become become suspicious. suspicious. Detection Detection of of 
surveillance is surveillance is best done as cbest done as covertly as possibovertly as possible. le. In a vehicle,In a vehicle,
use rear-view mirruse rear-view mirrors. ors. Wrap-arWrap-around sun glasses can also aiound sun glasses can also aid ind in
discreet observation by shielding the eyes.discreet observation by shielding the eyes.

Rural:Rural: From one’s locatioFrom one’s location, n, potepotentiantial l OP’OP’s s can becan be
identified. identified. They must They must have linehave line-of-sight -of-sight observation. observation. The onlyThe only
way to find possiway to find possible OP’ble OP’s is to physicas is to physically walk the areally walk the area. . OPOP
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command of targetcommand of target
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sites can be identified by flattened out or disturbed areas usedsites can be identified by flattened out or disturbed areas used
for for sitsittinting g or or slesleepieping, ng, as as welwell l as as tratrackscks, , litlitterter, , equequipmipmentent
dropped by operdropped by operators, etc. ators, etc. Knowledge of tKnowledge of tracking can gracking can greatlyreatly
assist in idenassist in identifying potential tifying potential OP siteOP sites. s. Longer term OP's mayLonger term OP's may
consist of a hide left in plconsist of a hide left in place. ace. Detection can be greatly assDetection can be greatly assistedisted
 by dogs,  by dogs, as well as well as observing as observing the responses of the responses of animals & animals & birdsbirds
(in many police raids, dogs have been the first to be shot).(in many police raids, dogs have been the first to be shot).

Detection of Detection of 
Technical SurveillanceTechnical Surveillance

Technical surveillance is difficult to detect, especiallyTechnical surveillance is difficult to detect, especially
that involving telecommunicatthat involving telecommunications. ions. A general rulA general rule in regards toe in regards to
technical surveillance is to assume it is always possible and totechnical surveillance is to assume it is always possible and to
 protect information as if i protect information as if it were subject to eavesdropping. t were subject to eavesdropping. EvenEven
using technical counter-measures to detect surveillance devicesusing technical counter-measures to detect surveillance devices
or technologies ior technologies is not a guarantee s not a guarantee of securityof security. . Our enemy hasOur enemy has
fafar r grgreaeateter r tetechchnonolologigicacal l reresosoururceces, s, ininclclududining g acaccecess ss toto
teltelecoecommunmmunicaicatiotions ns facfaciliilitieties, s, corcorporporatiationsons, , etcetc.. ThisThis
determines our means of security against technical surveillance.determines our means of security against technical surveillance.

One One purpurpospose e of of phyphysicsical al sursurveiveillllancance e is is to to enaenableble
 police-intellige police-intelligence nce agents agents to to plan plan physical physical break-and-enters break-and-enters inin
order to put in place teorder to put in place technicchnical deviceal devices. s. SpeciSpecial entry teaal entry teamsms
may first break into a residence, workplace, or vehicle andmay first break into a residence, workplace, or vehicle and
 photograph  photograph interior interior walls, walls, fixtures, fixtures, layout, layout, objects, objects, etc. etc. TheyThey
determine the best locations and types of devices to be used.determine the best locations and types of devices to be used.
They then leave, prepare the devices, and return.They then leave, prepare the devices, and return.

In many cases, there is no obvious sign of entry andIn many cases, there is no obvious sign of entry and
nothinothing is takeng is taken. n. If dogs are inIf dogs are inside the hoside the house, they may ause, they may actct
strange due to ultra-sonic devices used to control them duringstrange due to ultra-sonic devices used to control them during
 police  police covert covert entryentry. . In In other other cases, cases, burglaries burglaries may may be be staged.staged.
TelTelephone, TVephone, TV, electrical repair crews , electrical repair crews or plumbers may or plumbers may be usedbe used
to gain access. to gain access. A co-opA co-operatierative landlorve landlord might provide keys.d might provide keys.
Police raids & searches are also good times for devices to bePolice raids & searches are also good times for devices to be
 put in place. put in place.

ItItemems s seseizized ed by by popolilice ce duduriring ng a a raraidid, , susuch ch asas
computers, VCRs, etc., and later returned, could have devicescomputers, VCRs, etc., and later returned, could have devices
 planted in them.  planted in them. The same is true for vehicles impounded over The same is true for vehicles impounded over 
night or unexpected gifts such as night or unexpected gifts such as steros or TV's (trojan horse).steros or TV's (trojan horse).

A possible indicator of electronic surveillance (bugs or A possible indicator of electronic surveillance (bugs or 
camercameras as transtransmittimitting) ng) are irregulaare irregularitirities es in in radiradio, o, TV TV or or cellcell
 phone connections. phone connections.

Before digital technology, phone tapping was clumsyBefore digital technology, phone tapping was clumsy
and and oftoften en resresultulted ed in in cliclickicking ng sousoundsnds, , lowlower er volvolumeumes, s, etcetc..
TodayToday, phone , phone tapping can be tapping can be done more effeciently with no done more effeciently with no tell-tell-
tale noises.tale noises.

SeSeararchches es fofor r tetechchninicacal l dedevivicecess shshouould ld bebe
cocondnducucteted d as as didiscscrereetetly ly as as popossssibiblele, , cacarrrrieied d ouout t whwhililee
 pretending to  pretending to clean up, clean up, etc. etc. In some In some cases, suspects cases, suspects have beenhave been
raided shortly after finding listening devices in their residencesraided shortly after finding listening devices in their residences
& vehicles. & vehicles. Searches should Searches should be systematic be systematic and planned, fand planned, fromrom
the ceiling to the ceiling to the floorthe floor, , inclincluding all objects, devices, lightuding all objects, devices, light
switcswitches, hes, elecelectricatrical l outloutlets, ets, light fixturelight fixtures, s, air air ventsvents, , smokesmoke
detectors, etc. in detectors, etc. in each room. each room. On wall surfaces, sOn wall surfaces, small off-colmall off-colour our 
 pieces,  pieces, differences differences in in texture, texture, or or pin-holes, pin-holes, may may be be detected.detected.
UsiUsing ng a a smasmall ll flaflashlshlighight t to to focfocus us on on smasmall ll areareas as helhelps ps inin
obsobservervatiation. on. All elecAll electritrical itemcal items s shoshould be uld be disdismanmantletled d &&

inspected, all paiinspected, all paintings & mirrors removentings & mirrors removed. d. Drapes & curtainsDrapes & curtains
should be checked, as well as plants, furniture, desks, etc.should be checked, as well as plants, furniture, desks, etc.

ListeListening devices or ning devices or mini-mini-cameracameras s can also can also enter aenter a
location as a ‘trojan horse’, concealed in gifts such as newlocation as a ‘trojan horse’, concealed in gifts such as new
clocks, radios, CD players, clocks, radios, CD players, small TV’small TV’s, etc.s, etc.

VehVehicle icle searchessearches should be carried out after a car-should be carried out after a car-
waswash. h. ParPark k vehvehiclicle e in discin discreereet t loclocatiation (i.e.on (i.e., , gargarageage) ) andand
inspect undercarriage for tracking devices attached by magnet.inspect undercarriage for tracking devices attached by magnet.
CheCheck insick inside the trunde the trunk and engink and engine. e. CheCheck the inteck the interioriorr,,
including roof, door paneling, dash board, visors, and seats for including roof, door paneling, dash board, visors, and seats for 
devices.devices.

Listening devices which rely on radio frequencies canListening devices which rely on radio frequencies can
also be detected by RF monitors. also be detected by RF monitors. If radios, TVIf radios, TV, or phones begin, or phones begin
 picking  picking up up different different frequencies, frequencies, static, static, or or behaving behaving strangelystrangely,,
this is a possible indicator of this is a possible indicator of surveillance.surveillance.

If If tetechchninicacal l dedeviviceces s arare e fofounund, d, ththis is is is a a clcleaear r 
coconfnfirirmamatition on of survof surveieillllanancece. . WhWhat at is done with thiis done with thiss
inforinformatiomation depends on the situan depends on the situation. tion. DevicDevices can be left ines can be left in
 place,  place, as as removing removing them them can can prompt prompt a a police police raid raid to to retrieveretrieve
thethem, m, andand/or /or mormore e sopsophishisticticateated d devdeviceices s to to repreplaclace e thethem.m.
Misinformation can be pMisinformation can be provided. rovided. At the last moment, trackAt the last moment, trackinging
devices can be re-attached to another vehicle, devices can be re-attached to another vehicle, etc.etc.

Security Against Technical SurveillanceSecurity Against Technical Surveillance

In enclosed spaces such as rooms & vehicles known toIn enclosed spaces such as rooms & vehicles known to
 police-intellig police-intelligence ence agents, agents, or or on on any any telecommunicaitons, it telecommunicaitons, it isis
almosalmost t imposimpossiblsible e to to secusecure re agaiagainst nst techntechnical ical survesurveillaillance.nce.
When protected information or activities must be discussed,When protected information or activities must be discussed,
avoid all enclosed spacesavoid all enclosed spaces associated with oneself or movementassociated with oneself or movement
membermembers, s, andand avoid avoid using using telectelecommunicommunicationsations.. The bestThe best
form of communication is face-to-face.form of communication is face-to-face.

The rule is:The rule is: against a high-tech enemy, go low-techagainst a high-tech enemy, go low-tech

(or (or no-no-tectech)h).. Do Do nonot t atattetempmpt t to to ovoverercocome me tetechchninicacall
surveillance using technical means.surveillance using technical means.

TelecommunicationsTelecommunications
AssAssume ume all all teltelecoecommunmmunicaicatiotions ns are are vulvulnernerablable e toto

survesurveillaillance nce and and avoid discussiavoid discussing ng protprotecteected d infoinformatirmation on or or 
activities on the phone, internet, etc.activities on the phone, internet, etc. Since Since counter-insurcounter-insurgencygency
operations are based on all sources, avoid discussing personaloperations are based on all sources, avoid discussing personal
information on the phone or information on the phone or internet, including rumours, gossip,internet, including rumours, gossip,
and private details of iand private details of individual’ndividual’s lives. s lives. Use pre-arranged codeUse pre-arranged code
wowordrds s anand d nanamemes s if if it it is is nenececessssarary y to to cocommummuninicacate te ovover er 
telecommunications.telecommunications.

Cell PhonesCell Phones
Cell phones can be used as both tracking & listeningCell phones can be used as both tracking & listening

devices and should not be carried during any secret activity or devices and should not be carried during any secret activity or 
whewhen n disdiscuscussinsing g sensensitsitive mattive mattersers. . The battThe battery shouery should beld be
removed.removed.

Computers and InternetComputers and Internet
The following are basic tips fromThe following are basic tips from  A Practical Security A Practical Security

 Handbook  Handbook for for Activists Activists & & Campaign,Campaign, a a pubpubliclicatiation on frofromm
reresisiststanance ce in in ththe e UK UK  (www.Activis(www.ActivistSecuritytSecurity.og). .og). Overall,Overall,
however, all telecommunications should be considered insecurehowever, all telecommunications should be considered insecure
forms of communicating.forms of communicating.
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Computer SecurityComputer Security

1.1. Install and regularly update anti-virus and firewall software.Install and regularly update anti-virus and firewall software.
FrFree ee prprogograrammemmes s susuch ch as as AAVG VG (w(wwwww.gr.grisisofoft.t.cocom) m) anandd
ZoneAlarm (www.zonealarm.com) are available for Windows.ZoneAlarm (www.zonealarm.com) are available for Windows.
The important feature is that live update is activated so they areThe important feature is that live update is activated so they are
continually up-to-date.continually up-to-date.
2.2. InstaInstall ll a a spywaspyware re detedetector programme such ctor programme such as Ad-Aas Ad-Awareware
which is free from which is free from www.lavaswww.lavasoft.de.oft.de.
3.3. Deleting a file does not remove it from your hard drive, etc.Deleting a file does not remove it from your hard drive, etc.
In order to In order to do this it do this it neeneeds ds to be to be proproperperly wipedly wiped, , usiusing ang a
 programme  programme dedicated dedicated to to doing doing this. this. Recommended Recommended ones ones areare
Clean Disk Security and PGP.Clean Disk Security and PGP.
4.4. Encrypt any sensitive files on your computer, CDs or floppyEncrypt any sensitive files on your computer, CDs or floppy
disks using a programme such as PGP (or GPG). Ideally, youdisks using a programme such as PGP (or GPG). Ideally, you
will stuff all files in to one big archive (eg using WinZip or will stuff all files in to one big archive (eg using WinZip or 
StuffIt) and encrypt that. This means that even the file namesStuffIt) and encrypt that. This means that even the file names
are hidden. Wipe the original files. This should be done everyare hidden. Wipe the original files. This should be done every
night when you’ve finished using the computer. Alternativelynight when you’ve finished using the computer. Alternatively
use disk encryptionuse disk encryption
5.5. ChoChose se paspasswoswords rds thathat t are are efeffecfectivtive e – – lonlonger than ger than 1616
characters, including upper and lower case letters, number andcharacters, including upper and lower case letters, number and
symsymbolbols s if if perpermitmittedted. . WWeak eak paspasswoswords rds are are easeasily ily brobrokenken..
Password protected computers are not secure to the preparedPassword protected computers are not secure to the prepared
infiltrator so encrypting anything sensitive is also needed.infiltrator so encrypting anything sensitive is also needed.

●● Passwords should be changed on a regular basis.Passwords should be changed on a regular basis.
●● Do not write them down and stick them under your Do not write them down and stick them under your 

chair or desk – these are the first places that a spy willchair or desk – these are the first places that a spy will
look.look.

●● Do not base them on the names of family, pets or datesDo not base them on the names of family, pets or dates
of birthof birth

●● Do not simply use dictionary wordsDo not simply use dictionary words
6.6. Back up your computer in case it is stolen but keep the back-Back up your computer in case it is stolen but keep the back-
ups secure somewhere else.ups secure somewhere else.
7.7. Consider switching away from Windows to other operationConsider switching away from Windows to other operation
systems such as Linux or Mac.systems such as Linux or Mac.
8.8. AvoiAvoid wireless keyboards as they d wireless keyboards as they transmit quite a distance astransmit quite a distance as
well as to your well as to your computercomputer..
9.9. Keep important/sensitve data and PGP keys on removableKeep important/sensitve data and PGP keys on removable
media such as memory sticks[USB drives].media such as memory sticks[USB drives].

Internet PrivacyInternet Privacy
1.1. Emails are not secure, and very easy to monitor. To keepEmails are not secure, and very easy to monitor. To keep
them private, use PGP encryption (www.pgpi.com). Don’t saythem private, use PGP encryption (www.pgpi.com). Don’t say
anything in an email you would not be prepared to justify inanything in an email you would not be prepared to justify in
court.court.

If you want to contact another person without thoseIf you want to contact another person without those
watching you knowing who it is you are in contact with set upwatching you knowing who it is you are in contact with set up
fake email accounts... and use them instead. Consider using itfake email accounts... and use them instead. Consider using it
as a maildrop system [do not send as a maildrop system [do not send emails, save them as drafts— emails, save them as drafts— 
you communicate with others through the you communicate with others through the draft emails left].draft emails left].
2.2. Be aware of spam – unsolicited emails, even if they look Be aware of spam – unsolicited emails, even if they look 
genuine, such as from a bank. Never buy anything, or evengenuine, such as from a bank. Never buy anything, or even
click on the links to click on the links to websites contained in unsolicited emails...websites contained in unsolicited emails...
3.3. Every time you access the internet you leave a trace that canEvery time you access the internet you leave a trace that can
 be used  be used to tie to tie back to back to you. If you. If visiting a website visiting a website you don’t wyou don’t wantant
 people  people to to know know you you are are interested interested in, in, use use an an anonymizer anonymizer 
webwebsitsite e or or an an intinterernet café. If net café. If you suspeyou suspect ct you are you are beibeingng
monmonitoitoredred, , do do not not do do anyanythithing ng sensensisitivtive e frfrom om youyour r homhomee
computer. Watch out for CCTV in internet cafes so pick small,computer. Watch out for CCTV in internet cafes so pick small,
obscure ones [or use disguise].obscure ones [or use disguise].

Listening Listening Devices/Mini-CamerDevices/Mini-Camerasas
To protect against covert entry & placement To protect against covert entry & placement of devicesof devices

in a residence or vehicle, standard anti-burglar measures arein a residence or vehicle, standard anti-burglar measures are
used. used. These incThese include goodlude good, strong locks on doors & windows, strong locks on doors & windows,,
alarms, surveillance cameraalarms, surveillance cameras, and dogs. s, and dogs. VVehicles can be parkedehicles can be parked
in secin securure e gagararageges s wiwith an th an alalararm m sysyststemem. . NoNone of ne of ththesesee
measures will guarantee security against measures will guarantee security against covert entrycovert entry, however., however.

Biker gangs began using scanners in their residencesBiker gangs began using scanners in their residences
and clubhouses to detect transmitters hidden on infiltrators or and clubhouses to detect transmitters hidden on infiltrators or 
inforinformantsmants. . In respoIn response, polinse, police creatce created recorded recording devicing deviceses
concealed as pagers with on/off switches so that if a scanner concealed as pagers with on/off switches so that if a scanner 
was known to be in use the was known to be in use the device could be turned off.device could be turned off.

BiBikekers rs wowoululd d alalso so buy buy anand d seset t up up CCCCTV TV cacamermeraa
syssystemtems s in in thetheir ir reresidsidencences, es, drudrug g lablabs, s, and and cluclubhobhouseuses, s, toto
monmonitoitor r thethem m for covefor covert or rt or forforceced d ententrieries. s. HidHidden voicden voice-e-
activated recorders were also used in efforts to identify covertactivated recorders were also used in efforts to identify covert
entries.entries.

TTo o disdisruprupt t polpolice ice sursurveiveillallancence, , bibiker ker gangangs gs wouwouldld
 position sentries and have patr position sentries and have patrols for a four-block radius aroundols for a four-block radius around
a meeting poina meeting point (i.e., a clubhoust (i.e., a clubhouse). e). This forcThis forced underced undercover over 
operators to pull back and find safe areas from which theyoperators to pull back and find safe areas from which they
could receive transmiscould receive transmissions. sions. Another technique was to meeAnother technique was to meet int in
one one lolocatcation ion (a (a rerendendezvozvous us poipoint) nt) and and thethen n go go to to anoanothetherr,,
knknowown n ononly ly to to a a seselelect ct fefeww, , ththat at ofoffeferered d gogood od cocoununteter-r-
surveillance terrasurveillance terrain. in. In one case, the bikers met in a rurIn one case, the bikers met in a rural areaal area
near an airport, limiting the use of an aircraft used as a back upnear an airport, limiting the use of an aircraft used as a back up
reciever.reciever.

To counter listening devices, bikers began using dry-To counter listening devices, bikers began using dry-
erase or chalk-boards to write down secret information, thenerase or chalk-boards to write down secret information, then
erasierasing it. ng it. WrWritiniting notes on single pieg notes on single pieces of paper agaices of paper against anst a
hard surface (to avoid impressions) then destroying them after hard surface (to avoid impressions) then destroying them after 
reading is a variation of this reading is a variation of this technique.technique.

TTo o avoavoid id lilistesteninning g devdeviceices s (in(inc. c. parparaboabolic lic micmics),s),
conconducduct t secsecreret t taltalks ks whiwhile le walwalkinking g in in secsecludluded ed areareas as or or inin
impromptu locations.impromptu locations.

Use Use prepre-ar-arranranged ged codcode e worwords ds and and namnames es to to avoavoidid
referring to actual information.referring to actual information.

Code:Code: letter-nuletter-number key. mber key. Choose a ten letter word in which noChoose a ten letter word in which no
letter is repeated and assign a letter is repeated and assign a number to each letter:number to each letter:
J J A A M E S M E S B R O B R O W NW N
1 1 2 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 9 08 9 0

 Example: Example: WRE-WBNA = 974-9602WRE-WBNA = 974-9602
Code on phone: the black singer Code on phone: the black singer 

Tracking DevicesTracking Devices
TTo o ccoouunntteer r tthhe e uusse e oof f 

ttrraacckkiinng g ddeevviicceess, ,  ddo o nnoot t uussee
 personal  personal vehicles vehicles for for secretsecret
activactivitieities. s. Newer moNewer model cadel cars alsrs alsoo
have built-in GPS trackers, such ashave built-in GPS trackers, such as
On-StarOn-Star. . Many rental cMany rental car companiesar companies
now now insinstaltall l GPS GPS devdeviceices s to to tratrack ck 
theitheir vehir vehicles. cles. It is It is also palso possibossiblele
ththat at popolilice ce cocoululd d plplacace e a a GPGPSS
tractracker on a bker on a bicycicycle. le. Any veAny vehiclehicle
used to counter surveillance must be 'cold'-- unattached to youused to counter surveillance must be 'cold'-- unattached to you
or any comrades.or any comrades.
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Aerial Surveillance & Night VisionAerial Surveillance & Night Vision
To evade aerial surveillance go inside To evade aerial surveillance go inside malls, apartmentmalls, apartment

 buildings, transit stat buildings, transit stations, or any building that has multiplions, or any building that has multiple exitse exits
and large crowdsand large crowds. . Change jacket and hChange jacket and hat if possible.at if possible.

TTo o evade night evade night time aerial time aerial survesurveillaillance nce (i.e., night(i.e., night
vision/thermal) in an urban or suburban area, go into largevision/thermal) in an urban or suburban area, go into large
 buildings,  buildings, under under concrete concrete bridges, bridges, under under vehicles, vehicles, into into sewagesewage
or tunnel systems, etc.or tunnel systems, etc.

In In rururaral l arareaeas s go go unundeder r brbridgidgeses, , drdraiainanage ge pipipepes,s,
underwater, under rocky overcrops, thick forest, tunnels, etc. tounderwater, under rocky overcrops, thick forest, tunnels, etc. to
evade aerial vehicles at night.evade aerial vehicles at night.

One danger in hiding in a fixed position is if you'reOne danger in hiding in a fixed position is if you're
already being tracked by aerial surveillance they will see thisalready being tracked by aerial surveillance they will see this
and direct ground units to your locatand direct ground units to your location. ion. YYou may not be awareou may not be aware
yoyou u arare e bebeining g obobseservrved ed dudue e to to aeaeririal al susurvrveieillllanance ce bebeiningg
conducted at an altitude beyond your conducted at an altitude beyond your hearing range.hearing range.

Some measures reportedly used to counter infra-redSome measures reportedly used to counter infra-red
and thermal imagery include the use of 'survival blankets', aand thermal imagery include the use of 'survival blankets', a
shsheeeet t of of fofoil il ththat at trtrapaps s bobody dy heheat at (a(and nd rereduduceces s ththerermamall
signature) and water immersion (which also reduces thermalsignature) and water immersion (which also reduces thermal
signature).signature).

8. 8. Surveillance Surveillance & & EvasionEvasion

Anti-surveillance actions are usually taken in order toAnti-surveillance actions are usually taken in order to
evade police-intelligence while carrying out secret activities.evade police-intelligence while carrying out secret activities.
When When prepapreparing ring for for antianti-sur-surveillveillanceance, , a a tartargeted geted indiindividuaviduall
should consider their patterns of movement & activities over should consider their patterns of movement & activities over 
the prevthe previouious s timtime e perperiodiod. . ThiThis s ideidentintifiefies s pospossibsible timesle times,,
locations, or methods locations, or methods by which to evade suby which to evade surveillance. rveillance. After aAfter a
long time doing surveillance, operators may themselves falllong time doing surveillance, operators may themselves fall
vivictctim im to to ththis is roroututinine e anand d bebecocome me vuvulnlnererabable le to to anantiti--
surveillance actions.surveillance actions.

The main goal of anti-surveillance is to evade police-The main goal of anti-surveillance is to evade police-
inteintelligelligence agentsnce agents. . If able to escape the initIf able to escape the initial stakeial stakeout or out or 
susurvrveieillllanance ce bobox, x, fofor r exexamamplple, e, ththe e tatargrget et ththen en dedefefeatatss
surveillance and can move without threat of being observed.surveillance and can move without threat of being observed.
Techniques used to detect surveillance, such as u-turns, double-Techniques used to detect surveillance, such as u-turns, double-
 backs,  backs, blind blind corners, corners, etc., etc., can can also also be be used used & & built built upon upon inin
order to evade surveillance.order to evade surveillance.

Evading stakeouts or surveillance boxes can be doneEvading stakeouts or surveillance boxes can be done
from any location and need not begin with one’s residence.from any location and need not begin with one’s residence.
Public locations with multiple & even hidden exits can be used.Public locations with multiple & even hidden exits can be used.
Public transit can be utilized to break up surveillance teams enPublic transit can be utilized to break up surveillance teams en
route to a suitable public location, etc.route to a suitable public location, etc.

DisguisesDisguises can can gregreatly atly enhenhancance e antanti-si-survurveileillanlancece
actions. actions. Operators must recogniOperators must recognize the targeze the target in order to ft in order to followollow
him/herhim/her. . Although facial feAlthough facial features are the best way to atures are the best way to identifyidentify
specific individuals, operators also rely on form, dress, andspecific individuals, operators also rely on form, dress, and
mannemannerismsrisms. . One’One’s physicas physical appearl appearance can be alterance can be altered in aed in a
number of ways:number of ways:

●● Baggy or loose-fitBaggy or loose-fitting clothing cating clothing can alter form. n alter form. FillingFilling
them out can make them out can make a person look larger & a person look larger & bulkierbulkier..

●● Changing clothing style & colors.Changing clothing style & colors.
●● Changing one’s posture & pace.Changing one’s posture & pace.
●● Use of wigs and theatre make-up.Use of wigs and theatre make-up.

If If ththe e ususe e of of didisgsguiuise se is is dedetetectcteded, , susurvrveieillllanancece
opeoperaratortors s wilwill l assassume ume the the tartargeget t is is inintentent t on on evaevadinding g thetheir ir 
efforts and is preparing to carry out some protected activity.efforts and is preparing to carry out some protected activity.

Great care & planning should be put into any anti-surveillanceGreat care & planning should be put into any anti-surveillance
action, and disaction, and disguises must be guises must be effective. effective. Consideration shoConsideration shoulduld
also be given to changing shoes.also be given to changing shoes.

In In an an urban urban envienvironmeronment, nt, anti-anti-survesurveillaillance nce actiactionsons
carried out on foot have more likelihood of success than thosecarried out on foot have more likelihood of success than those
done by vehicle. done by vehicle. There are a lThere are a limited number of areaimited number of areas a vehicles a vehicle
can travel (streecan travel (streets, highways, alleys, garages, etc.). ts, highways, alleys, garages, etc.). In addition,In addition,
they could have tracking devices attached, so no matter howthey could have tracking devices attached, so no matter how
many turns & u-turns are used, operators still know where themany turns & u-turns are used, operators still know where the
vehicle is.vehicle is.

In contraIn contrast, foot travest, foot travel is almost limitll is almost limitless. ess. TTargeargetsts
moving on foot can exploit terrain & routes of travel to break moving on foot can exploit terrain & routes of travel to break 
up or up or eluelude survede surveillillancance e teateams. ms. PubPublic tranlic transitsit, , espespecieciallallyy
subways, are difficult for operators to follow on, due to thesubways, are difficult for operators to follow on, due to the
high-speeds, ability to change directions, multiple exits fromhigh-speeds, ability to change directions, multiple exits from
stations, etc. stations, etc. Public location sucPublic location such as malls, offich as malls, office complexes,e complexes,
etc., are etc., are also difficalso difficult due ult due to to multmultiple exits, differiple exits, different floor ent floor 
levelevels, elevatls, elevators, escaors, escalatolators, etc. rs, etc. In an emergenIn an emergency (i.e., a firecy (i.e., a fire
alarm) operators would have even more difficulty following aalarm) operators would have even more difficulty following a
target.target.

Evading surveillance is best done at night or in badEvading surveillance is best done at night or in bad
weather (i.e., a weather (i.e., a rain-storm,), in order to limit visibility.rain-storm,), in order to limit visibility.

In an urban setting, and in public locations, it is oftenIn an urban setting, and in public locations, it is often
the the mosmost t ililloglogicaical l movemoves s whiwhich ch can can ideidentintify fy sursurveiveillllancancee
operators or limit their ability to follow (which may also alertoperators or limit their ability to follow (which may also alert
opopereratatorors s ththat at yoyou u arare e cacarrrryiying ng ouout t sosome me kikind nd of of anantiti--
survesurveillaillance actionsnce actions). ). TTaking an elevataking an elevator one floor and or one floor and thenthen
walwalkinking g bacback k dowdown n is illogis illogicaical, l, and any and any one else doing soone else doing so
would be highly suspicious. would be highly suspicious. WWaiting at transit stops as buses or aiting at transit stops as buses or 
subway trains pass by can force operators to board at least onesubway trains pass by can force operators to board at least one
of theseof these, or risk exposur, or risk exposure. e. TTaking a bus or traiaking a bus or train to the end of n to the end of 
the line and then returning can also identify potential operators.the line and then returning can also identify potential operators.
GetGettinting g on on & & ofoff f tratransinsit t reprepeateatedly can edly can furfurthether r brebreak ak up up aa
surveillance team.surveillance team.

9. Informants & Infiltrators9. Informants & Infiltrators

InInfoformrmanants ts anand d ininfifiltltraratotors rs arare e spspieies s whwho o gagathther er 
information on the rinformation on the resistance & provide esistance & provide it to the enemyit to the enemy. . TheyThey
may alsmay also take a o take a mormore active active role. e role. TheThese acts case acts can resuln result int in
cacaptpturure, e, ararrereststs, s, imimprprisisononmementnt, , anand d dedeatath. h. ThThe e tetermrm
collaborator is used for any member or citizen who aids or collaborator is used for any member or citizen who aids or 
assists our enemy.assists our enemy.

InforInformants & mants & infiinfiltraltrators provide tors provide uniquunique e & & specispecialal
human intelligencehuman intelligence (i.e.(i.e., , emotiemotional onal statstates, es, planplans, s, intenintentionstions,,
etcetc.) whic.) which can be h can be gaigained in no othened in no other wayr way. . In addIn additiition,on,
infiltrators & collaborators can physically disrupt & sabotageinfiltrators & collaborators can physically disrupt & sabotage
movmovemeement activnt activitiities. es. TheThey y can sprecan spread disinad disinforformatmation &ion &
 poisonous  poisonous gossip, gossip, creating creating division division and and paranoia. paranoia. They They cancan
also record incalso record incriminating statriminating statements and actions. ements and actions. Overall, theyOverall, they
are are an an essessentential ial & & actactive ive eleelement ment in in coucountenter-r-insinsururgengencycy
operations as well as criminal investigations.operations as well as criminal investigations.

InformantsInformants are persons recruited by the state securityare persons recruited by the state security
forceforces to provide infos to provide informatrmation. ion. They are civiThey are civilianlians, usuallys, usually
frifriendends s or assoor associaciates of the targtes of the target grouet group. p. They couThey could beld be
embittered comrades who feel isolated or even betrayed by theembittered comrades who feel isolated or even betrayed by the
group. group. Or, they coOr, they could be genuine members aruld be genuine members arrested and subjecrested and subjectt
to pressureto pressure. . Police refPolice refer to er to them as them as 'Confidential 'Confidential Informants' or Informants' or 
'Confidential Sources'.'Confidential Sources'.
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 A standard method of recruiting informants  A standard method of recruiting informants is to find is to find 

 people  people (in (in or or near near the the group) group) with with problems.problems. PersoPersons ns mostmost
vuvulnlnererabable le to to bebecocomiming ng ininfoformrmanants ts arare e ththosose e seseekekiningg
 protection,  protection, those those seeking seeking revenge, revenge, drug drug addicts, addicts, alcoholics,alcoholics,
those suffering from trauma or mental illness, those facing longthose suffering from trauma or mental illness, those facing long
 prison  prison sentences, sentences, & & those those in in compromised compromised situationssituations
(blackmail). (blackmail). Intimidation Intimidation & coercion& coercion
may also be used to make a personmay also be used to make a person
 become  become an an informant. informant. Money Money cancan
also be a motivating factor in makingalso be a motivating factor in making
a a pepersrson on tuturn rn ininfoformrmanant, t, anand d inin
maimaintantainiining ng thetheir ir serservicvices es oveover r anan
extended period of time.extended period of time.

PotPotentential ial infinformormantants s maymay
aallsso  o  bbe  e  iiddeennttiiffiieed  d  tthhrroouugghh
surveillance. surveillance. Personal Personal relationships,relationships,
drdrug ug or or monmoney ey prproboblelemsms, , sesexuxualal
acactitivivititieses, , pepersrsonaonalility ty coconfnflilictcts,s,
internal power struggles, etc., are allinternal power struggles, etc., are all
analyzed in order to find an openinganalyzed in order to find an opening
through which to exert pressure on athrough which to exert pressure on a
 potential informant. potential informant.

MoMovevemement nt memembmberers s whwhoo
are are arrarrestested ed & & subsubjecject t to to prepressussurere
may may brbreaeak k dodown wn anand d cocollllababororatatee
with policwith police. e. In some In some cases, this cases, this maymay
reresusult lt frfrom om a a lalack ck of of fafaitith h in in ththee
strstrugguggle. le. It is It is impimportortant that membant that members are not pressers are not pressureured,d,
coerced, or intimidated, into carrying out activity, but that theycoerced, or intimidated, into carrying out activity, but that they
do so out of a strong belido so out of a strong belief in its necessityef in its necessity. . Studies have foundStudies have found
that those most resistant to torture are motivated by ideology,that those most resistant to torture are motivated by ideology,
not economic self-interest or social prestige, for example.not economic self-interest or social prestige, for example.

OnOnce ce a a peperrsoson n is is tuturnrneed d ininfforormamantnt, , ththey ey araree
increasingly dependent on their police-intelligence ‘handlers’increasingly dependent on their police-intelligence ‘handlers’
fofor r prprototecectitionon, , hahaviving ng bebetrtrayayed ed ththeieir r foformrmer er frfrieiendnds s &&
comrades. comrades. Informants may Informants may be low-key members be low-key members or associateor associatess
who quietly gather information & observe, while others may bewho quietly gather information & observe, while others may be
encouraged to become more active by their handlers, acting asencouraged to become more active by their handlers, acting as
anan agents provocateur agents provocateur  (an informant or agent who provokes(an informant or agent who provokes
actions, usually illegal and which lead to actions, usually illegal and which lead to arrests).arrests).

InfiltratorsInfiltrators are civilians recruited by the state securityare civilians recruited by the state security
forceforces (or s (or corpocorporatiorations), or police-inns), or police-intelltelligencigence e agenagents. ts. TheyThey
insert themselves into the group by posing as genuine membersinsert themselves into the group by posing as genuine members
of the resisof the resistancetance, to greater or less, to greater or lesser extenter extents. s. They can be of They can be of 
any race or ethnicity, size or shape, etc.(depending on the targetany race or ethnicity, size or shape, etc.(depending on the target
group of course). group of course). Police infiltraPolice infiltrators have proven on otors have proven on occasion toccasion to
 be  be very adept very adept at at playing their playing their role, role, looking and looking and acting the acting the partpart
(i.e., undercover investigations of biker gangs).(i.e., undercover investigations of biker gangs).

Infiltrators can be long-term & deeply imbedded in aInfiltrators can be long-term & deeply imbedded in a
grgrououp, p, foformrmining g inintitimamate te frfrieiendndshshipips, s, hahaviving ng a a gegenenerarall
intelligence gathering role or as part intelligence gathering role or as part of a criminal investigation.of a criminal investigation.
Or they can be temporary operatives perhaps with a specificOr they can be temporary operatives perhaps with a specific
goal (i.e., to neutralize key leadergoal (i.e., to neutralize key leaders or groups). s or groups). Some infiltratorsSome infiltrators
are also referred to asare also referred to as agents provocateursagents provocateurs for their leading rolefor their leading role
in instigating (often illegal) activities.in instigating (often illegal) activities.

Infiltrators are usually developed over a period of Infiltrators are usually developed over a period of time,time,
during which they meet & establish rapport (a friendly relation)during which they meet & establish rapport (a friendly relation)
witwith membeh members of rs of the tarthe target groget group. up. ThiThis could begs could begin within with
chance encounters, shared interests, meetings, events, rallies,chance encounters, shared interests, meetings, events, rallies,
etc. etc. All these, of course, are the result of extensAll these, of course, are the result of extensive surveillanceive surveillance

and psychological profiling (they know when & where to be,and psychological profiling (they know when & where to be,
and how to actand how to act). ). One commoOne common method is fon method is for an inforr an informant tomant to
introduce the infilintroduce the infiltrator to the group. trator to the group. Infiltrators migInfiltrators might befriendht befriend
one member in order to gain contact with the entire group.one member in order to gain contact with the entire group.

Infiltrators can also enter a group as genuine membersInfiltrators can also enter a group as genuine members
from another area or region, where they first made contact withfrom another area or region, where they first made contact with

the movementthe movement. . They can They can claim toclaim to
knoknow w cercertaitain n peopeopleple, , or or to to havhavee
 been at  been at certain places certain places & & events, inevents, in
an an effeffort ort to to estabestablish lish credicredibilibilityty..
A common cover used for radicalA common cover used for radical
groups is that of a student; in fact,groups is that of a student; in fact,
universities are recruiting groundsuniversities are recruiting grounds
ffor or iinntetellliliggenence ce aagegencnciies es iinn
general.general.

In In somsome e cascases, es, infinfiltiltratratorsors
 provide  provide resources, resources, includingincluding
momoneneyy, , vevehihiclcleses, , weweapaponons, s, or or 
information—things which are of information—things which are of 
gregreat at valvalue ue & & whiwhich ch rairaise se thetheir ir 
 profile  profile & & influence influence in in the the group.group.
They may also attach themselvesThey may also attach themselves
tto  o  kkeey y  lleeaaddeerrs  s  oor  r  aassssuummee
leadership and security positions inleadership and security positions in
order to extend their influence &order to extend their influence &
access to information (see below,access to information (see below,
FBI COINTEL-PRO FBI COINTEL-PRO TTechniques).echniques).

Notes fromNotes from Security Culture: A Handbook for Activists,Security Culture: A Handbook for Activists,
Nov 2001 edition:Nov 2001 edition:

Types of InformantsTypes of Informants
●● ThThe e "h"hanang g ararouound" nd" tytypepe: : ththey ey arare e pepersrsonons s whwhoo

regularly show at meetings and actions but generallyregularly show at meetings and actions but generally
don't get involved. They collect documents, listen todon't get involved. They collect documents, listen to
conversations and note who's who. This observationconversations and note who's who. This observation
role is relatively inactive.role is relatively inactive.

●● The "sleeper" type: is similar to the "hang around"The "sleeper" type: is similar to the "hang around"
momodudus s opopereranandidi, , exexcecept pt ththat at ththeieir r ababsosorprptition on of of 
information is used to activate their role information is used to activate their role at a later date.at a later date.

●● The "novice" type: presents a somewhat more activeThe "novice" type: presents a somewhat more active
role, but confines themselves to less prominent work.role, but confines themselves to less prominent work.
They don't take initiative, but the work they do isThey don't take initiative, but the work they do is
valued. This helps valued. This helps them build trust them build trust and credibilityand credibility..

●● The "super activist" type: they come out of nowhereThe "super activist" type: they come out of nowhere
and all of a sudden, they are everywhere. Whether it'sand all of a sudden, they are everywhere. Whether it's
a meeting, protest, or an action, this person will bea meeting, protest, or an action, this person will be
right in the thick of it. Keep in mind however that thisright in the thick of it. Keep in mind however that this
cacan n alalso so be be ththe e mamark rk of of a a nenew w acactitivivistst, , whwhososee
enthusiasm and commitment is so strong that she/heenthusiasm and commitment is so strong that she/he
wants to fight the powwants to fight the power every minute of er every minute of the day.the day.

““It should be said that with It should be said that with several of theseseveral of these modus operandi,modus operandi,

the behaviour is hard to distinguish from a sincere new person'sthe behaviour is hard to distinguish from a sincere new person's
invinvolvolvemeement. nt. How How do do we we teltell l thethem m apaapartrt? ? WWellell, , a a plaplantentedd
infiltrator will ask a lot of questions about the direct actioninfiltrator will ask a lot of questions about the direct action
groups, individuals and illegal activities. She/he may suggestgroups, individuals and illegal activities. She/he may suggest
targets and volunteer to do reconnaissance as well as take parttargets and volunteer to do reconnaissance as well as take part
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in in ththe e acactitionon. . IInfnfililtrtratatorors s alalso so trtry y to to bubuiild ld prprofofililes es onon
individuals, their beliefs, habits, friends, and individuals, their beliefs, habits, friends, and weaknesses. At theweaknesses. At the
same time, infiltrators will shield their true selves from other same time, infiltrators will shield their true selves from other 
activists.activists.

“Anyone who asks a lot of “Anyone who asks a lot of questions about direct actions isn'tquestions about direct actions isn't
necessarily an infiltrator, but they ARE someone you should benecessarily an infiltrator, but they ARE someone you should be
careful with. At the very least, they need to be informed aboutcareful with. At the very least, they need to be informed about
secursecurity ity issueissues. s. New New actiactivists should vists should underunderstand that stand that diredirectct
action tactics can be risky (though action tactics can be risky (though some risks are worth some risks are worth taking!)taking!)
and that and that askasking a ing a lot of lot of quequestistions endanons endangergers s peopeopleple. . If If thethe
 person  person persists persists in in asking asking questions, questions, there there is is a a problem problem andand
appappropropriariate te meameasursures es musmust t be be taktaken. en. ActActiviivists sts who who cancan't't
understand the need for security should be kept away fromunderstand the need for security should be kept away from
situations in which they might incriminate others.”situations in which they might incriminate others.”

The Undercover Infiltrator The Undercover Infiltrator 
“A deep cover agent is equipped with false ID (usually“A deep cover agent is equipped with false ID (usually

retaining the real first name so he/she doesn't forget to respondretaining the real first name so he/she doesn't forget to respond
to their name), and a skeleton of personal history, such as ato their name), and a skeleton of personal history, such as a
 business owner who  business owner who will verify that so-and-so worked will verify that so-and-so worked for themfor them
(a(and nd whwho o wiwill ll lalateter r nonotitify fy ththe e popolilice ce ththat at sosomemeonone e waswas
inquiring). The agent's background may be kept close to theinquiring). The agent's background may be kept close to the
truth to prevent slip-ups. Finally a deep cover agent may truth to prevent slip-ups. Finally a deep cover agent may work awork a
real job, rent a house or apartment, and live the role 24 hours areal job, rent a house or apartment, and live the role 24 hours a
day.day.

“An undercover cop working under "light" cover may also“An undercover cop working under "light" cover may also
have a false ID, but will most likely go home to his family andhave a false ID, but will most likely go home to his family and
"re"real" al" liflife e (us(usualually ly in in anoanothether r citcity)y). . SomSometietimes mes narnarcotcoticsics
officers and other specially trained agents will be called on for officers and other specially trained agents will be called on for 
these assignments.”these assignments.”

(( Ecodefense:  Ecodefense: A A Field Field Guide Guide to to MonkeywrMonkeywrenching,enching,
Foreman and Haywood, Abzzug Press,Chico CA 1996, p. Foreman and Haywood, Abzzug Press,Chico CA 1996, p. 296).296).

Informant-Handler MeetingsInformant-Handler Meetings
AAs s ppaarrt  t  oof f  aan n uunnddeerrccoovveer r  ooppeerraattiioonn,  ,  tthhee

infiltrator/informant must exchange information, equipment or infiltrator/informant must exchange information, equipment or 
money with their 'handlermoney with their 'handlers'. s'. The most secure method iThe most secure method is face-to-s face-to-
face meetings. face meetings. The FBI, for example, has rented aparThe FBI, for example, has rented apartments for tments for 
informant and handler to meet at, as a 'dead-drop' to leaveinformant and handler to meet at, as a 'dead-drop' to leave
messamessages, recorges, recordingdings, etc., and as a s, etc., and as a safe houssafe house to sleep at. e to sleep at. AtAt
other times the informant and handler would meet in parkingother times the informant and handler would meet in parking
lots, one getting into the lots, one getting into the other's car:other's car:

“To maintain security, Tait [an informant in the Hells“To maintain security, Tait [an informant in the Hells
Angels] and the agents met in secret places... An agent wouldAngels] and the agents met in secret places... An agent would
stop in an indoor parking lot and Tait would hop into his car.stop in an indoor parking lot and Tait would hop into his car.
They would drive to another city to talk in a motel or publicThey would drive to another city to talk in a motel or public
 place while  place while two two other agents other agents carried out carried out counter-surveicounter-surveillance.”llance.”
(( Hells Angels: Into  Hells Angels: Into the Abyss,the Abyss,  by Yves Lavigne,  by Yves Lavigne, HarperCollinsHarperCollins
Publishers Ltd., ToroPublishers Ltd., Toronto 1996, pp. nto 1996, pp. 237-38)237-38)

When they had to communicate over telephone, oneWhen they had to communicate over telephone, one
would phone the other's pager and leave a phone number theywould phone the other's pager and leave a phone number they
coucould be ld be reareacheched at. d at. EveEven n thethen, their conn, their converversatsationions s werweree
limited and coded:limited and coded:

“T“Tait paged ait paged McKiMcKinley [FBI nley [FBI handlhandler] in er] in OaklaOakland nd toto
 break the news.  break the news. He never called McKinley's house He never called McKinley's house because thebecause the
HelHells ls AngAngels els had had accaccess ess to to teltelephephone one comcompany pany recrecordords...s...
Likewise, McKinely always paged Tait.” (Likewise, McKinely always paged Tait.” ( Hells  Hells Angels: Angels: IntoInto
the Abyssthe Abyss, p. 147), p. 147)

Dealing withDealing with
Informants & InfiltratorsInformants & Infiltrators

Like surveillance, detecting informants & infiltratorsLike surveillance, detecting informants & infiltrators
cacan n be difbe diffificucultlt. . SoSome work verme work very y hahard to rd to coconcnceaeal l ththeieir r 
activities and to play the role of a genuine member of theactivities and to play the role of a genuine member of the
movememovement. nt. IntuiIntuition, obsetion, observatirvation, and analysis of a on, and analysis of a persperson’on’ss
activities & conduct can help identify possible informants &activities & conduct can help identify possible informants &
infinfiltiltraratortors. s. BacBackgrkgrounound d chechecks shoucks should be ld be carcarrieried d out onout on
suspicious persons to confirm their identity (although a wellsuspicious persons to confirm their identity (although a well
orgorganizeanized d operaoperation tion will will have have 'back'backstoppstopped' ed' any any infiinfiltratltrator'sor's
fake ID)fake ID). . GroupGroup's can also orga's can also organize theinize their own surveilr own surveillancelance
operations to learn more about suspicious persons.operations to learn more about suspicious persons.

Unless there is strong evidence, public accusations &Unless there is strong evidence, public accusations &
denouncements can sometimes cause more damage than good.denouncements can sometimes cause more damage than good.
They may appear as overly paranoid, personal attacks/rivalry,They may appear as overly paranoid, personal attacks/rivalry,
etc., espeetc., especialcially if there is no hard evidly if there is no hard evidence. ence. In many caseIn many cases,s,
sususpspececteted d ininfifiltltraratotors rs cacan n be be didiscscrereetetly ly prprevevenenteted d frfromom
involvement in critical activities (i.e., communications, funds,involvement in critical activities (i.e., communications, funds,
transportation, discussions on tactics & transportation, discussions on tactics & strategystrategy, etc.)., etc.).

WhWhen en ininfifiltltraratotors rs anand d ininfoformrmanants ts hahave ve bebeenen
confronted, their most common reaction is to deny the chargeconfronted, their most common reaction is to deny the charge
outrioutright. ght. They often emphThey often emphasize alasize all the risks, sacrafl the risks, sacraficesices, and, and
loyalloyalty they've disty they've displayplayed. ed. They use emotiThey use emotional responal responses toonses to
gagain in sysympampathy thy frfrom om ototheher r grgrououp p memembembers rs (wh(who o may may bebe
ununawawarare e or or ununcoconvnvininceced d ththe e pepersrson on is is an an ininfoformrmanant t or or 
infiltrator).infiltrator).

If a person is identified as an infiltrator or informantIf a person is identified as an infiltrator or informant
(i.e., as a result of court disclosure, finding notes or recording(i.e., as a result of court disclosure, finding notes or recording
devices, or through admission), photos should be taken of themdevices, or through admission), photos should be taken of them
in order to inform othein order to inform others. rs. A video tapA video taped statemeed statement should bent should be
obtobtainained if ed if pospossibsible. le. Any mateAny materiarials or ls or areareas a as a conconfirfirmedmed
informant or infiltrator has had access to should be assessed for informant or infiltrator has had access to should be assessed for 
risks, security codes changed, etc.risks, security codes changed, etc.

Background ChecksBackground Checks
“What are some ways of looking into the possibility“What are some ways of looking into the possibility

that someone is an informer? Firstly, unless you havethat someone is an informer? Firstly, unless you have concreteconcrete
reasons or evidence that someone is an infiltrator, spreadingreasons or evidence that someone is an infiltrator, spreading
rumours will damage the movement. Rumours that you do hear rumours will damage the movement. Rumours that you do hear 
of should be of should be questioned and traced back. A person's backgroundquestioned and traced back. A person's background
can be looked into, especially activism they claimed to havecan be looked into, especially activism they claimed to have
 participated in, in other places. Do your contacts in those places participated in, in other places. Do your contacts in those places
knoknow w of of the the perpersonson, , thetheir ir invinvolvolvemeement? nt? Did Did proprobleblems ms eveever r 
come up? One important advantage of having links with far come up? One important advantage of having links with far 
away places is that it makes it more difficult for informers toaway places is that it makes it more difficult for informers to
fabricate claims about their fabricate claims about their activities.activities.

“What are a person's means of living? Who are her “What are a person's means of living? Who are her 
or his friends? What sorts of contradictions exist between their or his friends? What sorts of contradictions exist between their 
 professed ideals and  professed ideals and how they how they live?” (fromlive?” (from Security Culture: ASecurity Culture: A
 Handbook for A Handbook for Activistsctivists))

In In one Aone ATF TF underundercover operaticover operation on againagainst st the Hellsthe Hells
AngAngels els (Op(Opereratiation on BlaBlack ck BisBiscuicuit), t), ththe e ageagents nts werwere e so so welwelll
'backstopped' with fake ID and histories that the biker's counter-'backstopped' with fake ID and histories that the biker's counter-
inteintelliglligence, ence, which which involinvolved ved extenextensive sive backgbackgrounround d checkchecks,s,
failed to uncover their true identfailed to uncover their true identityity. . Private investigatPrivate investigators hiredors hired
 by  by the the bikers, bikers, along along with with other other intelligence intelligence sources, sources, only only re-re-
affirmed the fake ID's of the agents, and provided a false senseaffirmed the fake ID's of the agents, and provided a false sense
of security to the gang.of security to the gang.
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10. 10. FBI FBI COINTEL-PRO:COINTEL-PRO:
Domestic Counter-InsurgencyDomestic Counter-Insurgency

Campaign (1960s-70s)Campaign (1960s-70s)

The The FBI’FBI’s s infainfamous mous CounteCounter-Ir-Intellntelligenigence ce ProgrProgramam
(COINTEL-PRO) should serve as a chilling reminder of the(COINTEL-PRO) should serve as a chilling reminder of the
length to which our length to which our enemy will go to crenemy will go to crush our resistance. ush our resistance. ThisThis
is especially true since veterans of this time are still with us, &is especially true since veterans of this time are still with us, &
many remain in prison to this day as a result (inc. Leonardmany remain in prison to this day as a result (inc. Leonard
PeltierPeltier, Mumia Abu-Ja, Mumia Abu-Jamal, etc.). mal, etc.). Many are also dead, kiMany are also dead, killed bylled by
the FBI, police, & paramilitaries during tthe FBI, police, & paramilitaries during the 1960’s & 70’he 1960’s & 70’s. s. Our Our 
fafaililurure e to to leleararn n frfrom om ththis is titime me wowoululd d nonot t ononly ly leleavave e usus
vulnerable to the same tactics, it would be a dishonor to thevulnerable to the same tactics, it would be a dishonor to the
sacrifices made by the previous generation.sacrifices made by the previous generation.

COINTEL-PRO had its roots in the anti-communistCOINTEL-PRO had its roots in the anti-communist
campacampaign of the 1950s (wheign of the 1950s (when the Cold Wn the Cold War began)ar began). . Its firsIts firstt
targets were communist & socialist groups, as well as the black targets were communist & socialist groups, as well as the black 
civil rights civil rights movement. movement. In the 1960s, new In the 1960s, new liberation movementsliberation movements
emerged around the worlemerged around the world. d. US involvement in VUS involvement in Vietnam & theietnam & the
fiercfierce e resiresistancstance e of of the Vietthe Vietnamese people contribnamese people contributed to uted to aa
climate of insurgency & rebellion, one that extended into theclimate of insurgency & rebellion, one that extended into the
US itself.US itself.

At this time, COINTEL-PRO was expanded nation-At this time, COINTEL-PRO was expanded nation-
wiwidede, , ininvovolvlvining g exextetensnsivive e susurvrveieillllanancece, , ininfoformrmanantsts,,
collaborators, assaults, false charges, imprisonment, fabricatedcollaborators, assaults, false charges, imprisonment, fabricated
communications, smear & disinformation campaigns, burglary,communications, smear & disinformation campaigns, burglary,
vandalism, arson, as welvandalism, arson, as well as lethal forcl as lethal force. e. Many key orgaMany key organizersnizers
were assassinatewere assassinated, and many are sd, and many are still imprisonetill imprisoned. d. Among theAmong the
hardest hit were the Black Panthers & the American Indianhardest hit were the Black Panthers & the American Indian
Movement, although the Chicano, Puerto Rican, and anti-war Movement, although the Chicano, Puerto Rican, and anti-war 
movements were also targeted.movements were also targeted.

The goal of this counter-insurgency campaign was toThe goal of this counter-insurgency campaign was to
desdestrotroy y orgorganianized zed resresististancance e movmovemeementsnts, , usiusing ng any any meameansns
necessarynecessary. . A major focus was instilA major focus was instilling a sense of ling a sense of  paranoia paranoia &&
 fear  fear  among movamong movementements, in order to neus, in order to neutraltralize them. ize them. ThoseThose
who refused to submit were targeted with harsher methods, andwho refused to submit were targeted with harsher methods, and
some killesome killed. d. VVioleniolent assaultt assaults & s & deathdeaths contribus contributed to over-ted to over-
greater paranoia & ingreater paranoia & insecuritysecurity. . By exploiting inteBy exploiting internal divisionsrnal divisions
durduring ing a a timtime e of of intintensense e reprepresressiosion, n, ththe e FBIFBI/po/policlice e werweree
successful in neutralizing this first phase of successful in neutralizing this first phase of current resistance incurrent resistance in
 North Americ North America (but they couldn’t kill ta (but they couldn’t kill the spirit).he spirit).

COINTEL-PRO was exposed after unknown personsCOINTEL-PRO was exposed after unknown persons
 broke  broke into into the the FBI’FBI’s s Media, Media, Pennsylvania Pennsylvania offices offices in in 1971.1971.
Government hearings and inquiries gave the impression thatGovernment hearings and inquiries gave the impression that
COICOINTENTEL-L-PRPRO O enendeded; d; hohoweweveverr, , dodomemeststic ic rereprpresessisionon
conticontinued thronued throughout the 1970ughout the 1970s, ‘80s, and ‘90s. s, ‘80s, and ‘90s. TTodayoday, new, new
anti-terrorist laws such as the PATRIOT ACT have legitimizedanti-terrorist laws such as the PATRIOT ACT have legitimized
much of what occurred under COINTEL-PRO and have evenmuch of what occurred under COINTEL-PRO and have even
extended the powers of FBextended the powers of FBI, police & intelligence agencies.I, police & intelligence agencies.

In In CaCananadada, , ththe e RCRCMP havMP have e bebeen en onone e of of ththe e bebestst
students of the FBI, serving as a similar national police forcestudents of the FBI, serving as a similar national police force
with a role as a 'political police' as well as an early force of with a role as a 'political police' as well as an early force of 
colonialism. colonialism. In the 1970s the RCMP In the 1970s the RCMP were exposed for carrywere exposed for carryinging
ouout t ilillelegagal l acactitivivitities es agagaiainsnst t didissssididenent t grgrououps ps ininclclududiningg
 burglaries, vandalism,  burglaries, vandalism, theft, and theft, and arson. arson. During During the the 1995 1995 siegesiege
at Ts'Peten (Gustafsen Lake, BC) the at Ts'Peten (Gustafsen Lake, BC) the RCMP fabricated shootingRCMP fabricated shooting
incidents & used lethal force in agreed-upon 'no shoot' zones.incidents & used lethal force in agreed-upon 'no shoot' zones.
An RCMP media relations officer was caught on video saying:An RCMP media relations officer was caught on video saying:
'Smear campaigns are our 'Smear campaigns are our specialty'.specialty'.

COINTEL-PRO Techniques:COINTEL-PRO Techniques:

1. Surveillance1. Surveillance
ExtExtensensive ive & & widwide-se-sprepread ad sursurveiveillallance nce was was useused d toto

gathegather r inforinformatiomation n on on groupgroups s & & indivindividualiduals, s, both technicaboth technicall
(bu(bugsgs, , wirwiretaetaps, ps, teltelephephoneone, , maimail, l, phophoto to & & filfilm) m) & & phyphysicsicalal
(pers(personal & vehiconal & vehicle). le). This infThis info often foro often formed the basimed the basis for s for 
furfurthether COINTr COINTEL-EL-PRO opePRO operatrationions. s. FBI & local polFBI & local policeice
agencagencies, along ies, along with other with other law enforcemelaw enforcement nt agencagencies, wereies, were
involinvolved. ved. SurveSurveillaillance itsence itself was often uslf was often used as a means toed as a means to
indinduce uce parparanoanoia ia & & feafear r (by (by sursurveiveillallance nce beibeing ng obvobviouious s &&
 belligerent). belligerent).

2. 2. Infiltrators, iInfiltrators, informants & conformants & collaboratorsllaborators
Widespread use of infiltrators & informants was a keyWidespread use of infiltrators & informants was a key

 part  part of of the the FBI’FBI’s s COINTEL-PRO. COINTEL-PRO. Informants, Informants, usuallyusually
disaffected members or associates of a group, were recruiteddisaffected members or associates of a group, were recruited
throuthrough intimidgh intimidatioation and/or moneyn and/or money. . They proviThey provided criticded criticalal
human intelligencehuman intelligence. . In the case of In the case of infiltrators infiltrators & collaborators,& collaborators,
they also actively disrupted they also actively disrupted organizationorganizations & s & enabled FBI/policeenabled FBI/police
to carry out deadly assaults, frame-ups, to carry out deadly assaults, frame-ups, etc.etc.

InfilInfiltrattrators ors inclincluded uded FBI FBI agentagents, s, underundercover cover policpolice,e,
and civilians. and civilians. In some police departments, ‘red squIn some police departments, ‘red squads’ ads’ workedworked
wiwith th anantiti-g-ganang g ununitits s to to prprevevenent t ununitity y bebetwtweeeen n gagangngs s &&
resisresistance movemtance movements. ents. They also recruiThey also recruited infilted infiltratotrators fromrs from
gang members facing jail or gang members facing jail or for money.for money.

Infiltrators were often able to provide information &Infiltrators were often able to provide information &
resources (via tresources (via their FBI/police heir FBI/police handlers) to the ghandlers) to the group. roup. BecauseBecause
of their experience with weapons & violence, they were oftenof their experience with weapons & violence, they were often
 promoted  promoted to to high-ranking high-ranking positions positions in in the the organization, organization, withwith
some being in charge of some being in charge of security for chapters or leaders.security for chapters or leaders.
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How did the How did the movements become so heavily infiltrated?movements become so heavily infiltrated?
They were They were complecompletely open tely open & & publipublic c orgorganizaanizationtions, s, whichwhich
actively recruiteactively recruited members from the general publd members from the general public. ic. InfiltratorsInfiltrators
were easy to plawere easy to place. ce. The only area The only area in which security in which security measuresmeasures
were taken was at the leadership level, and this is where somewere taken was at the leadership level, and this is where some
of the greatest mistakes were made.of the greatest mistakes were made.

In both the Black Panthers & AIM, infiltrators gainedIn both the Black Panthers & AIM, infiltrators gained
access to this inner circle, frequently in charge of security for access to this inner circle, frequently in charge of security for 
the group itsethe group itself. lf. Some playeSome played the role of d the role of an ‘ultraan ‘ultra-mili-militant’tant’,,
 promoting  promoting violence violence & & attempting attempting to to draw draw the the group group intointo
carcarryirying out ng out ililleglegal actioal actions. ns. CriCriminminalsals/hu/hustlstlers turners turneded
infiltrators were also sources of drugs, weapons, & anti-socialinfiltrators were also sources of drugs, weapons, & anti-social
vioviolenlence ce witwithin hin grogroupsups. . OthOther er actactiviivitieties s incincludluded ed plaplantintingng
evidence, stealing funds, sabotage of equipment or organizingevidence, stealing funds, sabotage of equipment or organizing
efforts, supplying information leading to arrests or deaths, asefforts, supplying information leading to arrests or deaths, as
well as spreading disinformation, paranoia, & division.well as spreading disinformation, paranoia, & division.

3. 3. Bad-jacket, Bad-jacket, or snitor snitch-jacketch-jacket
When a genuine movement member is portrayed asWhen a genuine movement member is portrayed as

 being  being an an informant informant (or (or a a thief, thief, a a rapist, rapist, etc.). etc.). Often, Often, other other 
informants are informants are used to spread used to spread rumours, plant evirumours, plant evidence, etc. dence, etc. InIn
their efforts to attach a bad-jacket, police may frequently arresttheir efforts to attach a bad-jacket, police may frequently arrest
a target during raids, but then quickly let him/her go (whilea target during raids, but then quickly let him/her go (while
others remain in others remain in jail). jail). Police themselves Police themselves may gossip or lmay gossip or leaveeave
evidence indicating a person is an evidence indicating a person is an informant.informant.

The purpose of the bad-jacket is The purpose of the bad-jacket is to neutralize the targetto neutralize the target
individual as an efindividual as an effective organizerfective organizer. . This technique resulted inThis technique resulted in
intinterrerrogaogatiotions, ns, assassaulaults, ts, and and eveeven n exeexecutcutionions s of of sussuspecpectedted
informants (as occurred among the Black informants (as occurred among the Black Panthers).Panthers).

4. 4. False False communicationscommunications
Fake letters were sent between individuals or groupsFake letters were sent between individuals or groups

with misinformation (i.e., allegations of sexual affairs betweenwith misinformation (i.e., allegations of sexual affairs between
members, death threats, etc.). members, death threats, etc.). When hostilities eWhen hostilities existed betweenxisted between
groups, this was exploited to the point where assaults & evengroups, this was exploited to the point where assaults & even
deaths occurred.deaths occurred.

AnothAnother er exampexample le of of falsfalse e communcommunicatications was ions was thethe
 production of  production of fake fake newsletters, posters, newsletters, posters, etc. etc. by by the the FBI/police,FBI/police,
and distand distribributeuted d as genuias genuine ne movmovemeement publint publicatcationions. s. ThiThiss
techntechnique was ique was effeffectivective e in in cuttcutting funding ing funding for one for one PantPanther her 
chapter’s breakfast program after offensive comics were sent tochapter’s breakfast program after offensive comics were sent to
funders.funders.

5. 5. Media Media disinformatiodisinformationn
In In colcollablaboraoratiotion n witwith h corcorporporate ate medmedia, ia, the the FBI FBI &&

 police  police would would conduct conduct ‘smear ‘smear & & disinformation’ disinformation’ campaignscampaigns
againagainst st movememovements, nts, orgaorganizatnizations, ions, & & indiindividuaviduals, ls, portrportrayinayingg
them as violent, criminal, terrorist, or them as violent, criminal, terrorist, or insane.insane.

6. 6. Arrests/false Arrests/false evidence/frame-upsevidence/frame-ups
Petty charges & outright frame-ups were used to tiePetty charges & outright frame-ups were used to tie

 peop le &  peop le & groups up in groups up in the court system, and the court system, and to imprison manyto imprison many
with harswith harsh sentenceh sentences. s. ConstaConstant or massive arrent or massive arrests & chargessts & charges
drained movements of time & resources, diverting them fromdrained movements of time & resources, diverting them from
resistance to leresistance to legal defense. gal defense. Imprisonment served tImprisonment served to neutralizeo neutralize
organizers organizers while scarwhile scaring away the ing away the less-committed. less-committed. Scores of Scores of 
 political  political prisoners prisoners & & POWs POWs remain remain in in US US prisons prisons to to this this dayday,,
imprisoned in the 1970s imprisoned in the 1970s as a result of COIas a result of COINTEL-PRO. NTEL-PRO. ArrestsArrests
& & impriimprisonmesonmenntt alsalso o serserved ved to to cricriminminalialize ze movmovemeements nts &&
groups.groups.

7. 7. Other Other harassmentharassment
Other forms of harassment used by the FBI & policeOther forms of harassment used by the FBI & police

included approaching members at their homes or workplacesincluded approaching members at their homes or workplaces
for for inteinterviewrviews, s, apprapproachioaching ng landllandlords, ords, employemployers ers or or familyfamily
memmemberbers s to to exeexert rt prepressussure re on on memmemberbers s (i.(i.e., e., havhaving ing thethemm
evievictected, d, lolosinsing g thetheir ir jobjobs, s, or or facfacing ing ostostracracism ism by by famfamilyily).).
AgeAgents nts wouwould ld alsalso o cancancel bus cel bus resreservervatiations ons on on behbehalf of alf of anan
organizing group, or announce that meetings, rallies, etc. hadorganizing group, or announce that meetings, rallies, etc. had
 been cancelled. been cancelled.

8. 8. Burglary, VBurglary, Vandalism, and andalism, and ArsonArson
FBI and local police routinely broke into offices andFBI and local police routinely broke into offices and

homes in order to steal files, copy them, and/or to destroyhomes in order to steal files, copy them, and/or to destroy
equipment. equipment. Offices werOffices were also set e also set on fire, deson fire, destroying valuabletroying valuable
resources such as printing presses, files, archives, etc.resources such as printing presses, files, archives, etc.

9. Pseudo-Gangs9. Pseudo-Gangs
False groups set up by police-intelligence agents toFalse groups set up by police-intelligence agents to

discredit the movement & entrap genuine movement members.discredit the movement & entrap genuine movement members.
In the 1960s & ‘70s, the FBI set up many pseudo-gangs toIn the 1960s & ‘70s, the FBI set up many pseudo-gangs to
disrdisrupt upt campacampaigns (i.e., igns (i.e., among Puerto Ricanamong Puerto Rican independistasindependistas,,
anti-war groups, etc.).anti-war groups, etc.).

10. 10. Lethal Lethal forceforce
Key organizers were killed by police during raids &Key organizers were killed by police during raids &

assaults, by vigilantes (including right-wing racists), by FBI-assaults, by vigilantes (including right-wing racists), by FBI-
 police infiltrators, or as a result of ‘bad-jacketing’.  police infiltrators, or as a result of ‘bad-jacketing’. Scores wereScores were
killed during the 1950s, ‘60s killed during the 1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s, including:and ‘70s, including:

●● Fred Hampton & Mark Clark (Black Panthers) wereFred Hampton & Mark Clark (Black Panthers) were
 both killed during a police raid on their Chicago home, both killed during a police raid on their Chicago home,
in 1969.in 1969.

●● AlpreAlprentice Carter & ntice Carter & Jon Huggins Jon Huggins (Blac(Black k PanthPanthers)ers)
were killed in 1969 by members of a rival group in awere killed in 1969 by members of a rival group in a
COINTEL-PRO instigated feud.COINTEL-PRO instigated feud.

●● GeoGeorgrge e JacJacksokson, n, a a priprisonsoner er & & a a proprominminent ent BlaBlack ck 
Panther, was killed during an alleged escape attempt Panther, was killed during an alleged escape attempt inin
1971.1971.

●● Fred Bennett, an SF Black Panther, was executed byFred Bennett, an SF Black Panther, was executed by
comrades after being successfully ‘bad-jacketed’ by ancomrades after being successfully ‘bad-jacketed’ by an
FBI infiltratorFBI infiltrator, in 1969. , in 1969. One of the Panthers involOne of the Panthers involvedved
in this, Jimmie Carr, was himself ‘bad-jacketed’ andin this, Jimmie Carr, was himself ‘bad-jacketed’ and
executed by other Panthers in 1972 (!).executed by other Panthers in 1972 (!).

11. 11. Assisting ParamilAssisting Paramilitary Death Squadsitary Death Squads
On the Pine Ridge reservation in S. Dakota, at least 67On the Pine Ridge reservation in S. Dakota, at least 67

members or associates of AIM were killed by BIA police, FBI,members or associates of AIM were killed by BIA police, FBI,
and paramilitary forces (the Guardians Of the Oglala Nation,and paramilitary forces (the Guardians Of the Oglala Nation,
GOONs, as they refGOONs, as they referreerred to themseld to themselves) from 197ves) from 1973-76. 3-76. TheThe
GOONs, employed by a corrupt tribal president, were armed,GOONs, employed by a corrupt tribal president, were armed,
equipped, and supported by the FBI as part of its counter-equipped, and supported by the FBI as part of its counter-
insurgency efinsurgency effort against fort against Indigenous resisIndigenous resistance. tance. They carriedThey carried
out a out a reireign gn of of terterror againror against AIM st AIM & & tratraditditionionalialists on sts on thethe
reserve, including fire-bombings, assaults, drive-by shootings,reserve, including fire-bombings, assaults, drive-by shootings,
and killings.and killings.

Other examples of the use of paramilitary & vigilanteOther examples of the use of paramilitary & vigilante
groups include the FBI’s assistance to right-wing groups suchgroups include the FBI’s assistance to right-wing groups such
as the Minutemen, Secret Army Organization, and the Ku Kluxas the Minutemen, Secret Army Organization, and the Ku Klux
Klan. Klan. These anThese and other groud other groups were provps were provided infided informatormation,ion,
equipment and weapons to carry out assaults and lethal attacks.equipment and weapons to carry out assaults and lethal attacks.
SomSome e werwere e alsalso o linlinked ked to to US US milmilitaitary ry ininteltelligligencence e uniunits.ts.
Paramilitary death squads are common in Paramilitary death squads are common in the global south.the global south.
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COINTEL-PRO Case StudiesCOINTEL-PRO Case Studies

Assassination of Assassination of 
Fred Hampton & Mark Clark 1969Fred Hampton & Mark Clark 1969

Fred Hampton & Mark Clark were members of theFred Hampton & Mark Clark were members of the
ChicaChicago chaptego chapter of the Black Panther Parr of the Black Panther Partyty. . HamptoHampton was an was a
young & young & promising leader, a highly effective organizer who hadpromising leader, a highly effective organizer who had
 begun forming  begun forming alliances with alliances with other movements other movements and even and even streetstreet
gangs in Chicago, including the gangs in Chicago, including the Blackstone Rangers.Blackstone Rangers.

In In 1968, FBI 1968, FBI infiinfiltraltrator Willtor William iam O’NeaO’Neal l joinjoined ed thethe
chaptchapterer. . O’NeaO’Neal was a l was a petty cripetty criminalminal, charged with car thef, charged with car theftt
and imperand impersonatsonating an FBI agent using faing an FBI agent using false ID. lse ID. In exchaIn exchangenge
for for drodroppipping ng thethese se chachargrges, es, O’NO’Neal eal agragreed eed to to infinfiltiltratrate e ththee
ChicaChicago chaptgo chapterer. . He quickHe quickly became hely became head of securiad of security andty and
HamHamptopton’n’s bs bodyodyguaguard. rd. ThiThiss
wawas s babasesed d on on hihis s exexpeperirienencece
with weapons & violence.with weapons & violence.

In In orordeder r tto o ststop op ththee
PaPantntheher/r/BlBlacackskstotone ne RaRangnger er 
alliance, fake letters were sentalliance, fake letters were sent
to both groups with warning &to both groups with warning &
threats about one or the other.threats about one or the other.
ThiThis s latlater er resresultulted ed in in vioviolenlentt
conconfliflicts cts betbetweeween n the the grogroupsups,,
instigated by O’Neal.instigated by O’Neal.

O’O’NeNeaal l ccononststananttlyly
agiagitattated ed for for armarmed ed attattacacks ks &&
robberobberies, ries, offoffering ering traitraining ning &&
weapoweapons (the ‘ultns (the ‘ultra-mira-militalitant’)nt’). . He recommeHe recommended gettnded getting aing a
 plane to  plane to bomb city bomb city hall, that hall, that all Panthers be all Panthers be armed, and armed, and that anthat an
eleelectrctric ic chachair ir be be insinstaltalled led in in ordorder er to to intinterrerrogaogate/te/tortorturturee
suspesuspected infcted informantormants (all refus (all refused)sed). . He himselHe himself broughf brought int in
firearms used as a pretext for a police raid in June 1969 of thefirearms used as a pretext for a police raid in June 1969 of the
PanthPanther offier offices. ces. Such raidSuch raids were again carris were again carried out in July &ed out in July &
October of that year.October of that year.

O’Neal, along with other infiltrators, also stole Panther O’Neal, along with other infiltrators, also stole Panther 
finanfinancial recordcial records, files, books, tapes, s, files, books, tapes, filmfilms, s, etc. in etc. in order toorder to
sabotage their efsabotage their efforts. forts. The FBI also manufactThe FBI also manufactured fake comics,ured fake comics,
which werwhich were sent to fundere sent to funders of the Breakfas of the Breakfast Progrst Program. am. TheThe
comiccomics s were so were so offeoffensive that many nsive that many fundefunders withdrew their rs withdrew their 
support.support.

In November 1969, the FBI and local police beganIn November 1969, the FBI and local police began
 planning  planning the the assassination assassination of of Hampton. Hampton. O’Neal O’Neal supplied supplied aa
detailed floor-plan of Hampton’s apartment, including his beddetailed floor-plan of Hampton’s apartment, including his bed
and the location of his and the location of his head while sleeping.head while sleeping.

On On DecDecembember er 4/4/69, 69, foufourterteen en heaheavilvily y armarmed ed polpoliceice
rairaided ded the the apaapartmrtment ent usiusing ng a a warwarranrant t to to seasearch rch for “illefor “illegalgal
weapons.” weapons.” Earlier that Earlier that night, O’Neal had made night, O’Neal had made a dinner for tha dinner for thee
residents, includiresidents, including Kool-Aid spiked with a ng Kool-Aid spiked with a sleeping agent. sleeping agent. AtAt
around 4:30 AM, police kicked in the door and immediatelyaround 4:30 AM, police kicked in the door and immediately
shot Mark Clark, who was seated in the front room and armedshot Mark Clark, who was seated in the front room and armed
wiwith th a a shshototggun un ((sesecucuririty ty agagaaininst st jujusst t susuch ch a a rraaidid))..
UnfortunatelyUnfortunately, Clark , Clark was passed out was passed out due to O’Neal’s Kool-Aid.due to O’Neal’s Kool-Aid.

PolPolice ice thethen n dirdirectected ed thetheir ir gungunfirfire e agaagainsinst t the the walwalll
where Hampwhere Hampton’ton’s bed was and in the area of his head. s bed was and in the area of his head. BothBoth
Hampton and Clark were killed, while others were wounded.Hampton and Clark were killed, while others were wounded.
Chicago police claimed it was a ‘wild shootout’ with heavilyChicago police claimed it was a ‘wild shootout’ with heavily
armed Panthers, although the only shot fired by the Panthersarmed Panthers, although the only shot fired by the Panthers
was when Clark’s shotgun went off in reflex to his being shotwas when Clark’s shotgun went off in reflex to his being shot
 by police.  by police. (O'Neial reportedly kille(O'Neial reportedly killed himself in the 1980's)d himself in the 1980's)

Douglas Durham, 1973-75Douglas Durham, 1973-75
Douglas Durham was a non-Native infiltrator into theDouglas Durham was a non-Native infiltrator into the

AmericAmerican Indiaan Indian Movemen Movement, workint, working for the FBI. ng for the FBI. He was aHe was a
former Iowa police officer who had also worked for the CIAformer Iowa police officer who had also worked for the CIA
and who had some and who had some Special Forces milSpecial Forces military experieitary experience. nce. He wasHe was
trained in demolitions, sabotage, trained in demolitions, sabotage, burglaryburglary, etc., etc.

In the early 1960s he was involved with organizedIn the early 1960s he was involved with organized
cricrime, inclme, includiuding a ng a proprostistituttution ringion ring. . ThiThis s actactiviivity led ty led toto
conflicts with his wife, who died as a result of a violent assaultconflicts with his wife, who died as a result of a violent assault
 by  by Durham Durham in in July July 1964. 1964. He He was was fired fired from from the the police police andand
found to be a found to be a violent schizoid “unfit for public service.”violent schizoid “unfit for public service.”

Durham again began working as a police intelligenceDurham again began working as a police intelligence
agent in 1971agent in 1971. . He was presenHe was present during the siegt during the siege at Woe at Woundedunded
KneKnee 1973, posie 1973, posing as ng as a repora reporterter. . He then joiHe then joined the Iowned the Iowaa
chachaptepter r of AIM, of AIM, dyedyeing ing his hair his hair blablack ck and weariand wearing ng brobrownwn
contact lenses. contact lenses. He claimed to be a He claimed to be a quarter Chippewa.quarter Chippewa.

Based on his background & skills, Durham becameBased on his background & skills, Durham became
head of security for national AIM and a body guard to Dennishead of security for national AIM and a body guard to Dennis
BanksBanks, one , one of AIM’of AIM’s national leads national leaders. ers. During the WDuring the Woundeoundedd
Knee trials of 1974-75, Durham oversaw all legal discussions &Knee trials of 1974-75, Durham oversaw all legal discussions &
strastrategietegies, s, as as well as well as takitaking ng contrcontrol ol of much of much of AIM’of AIM’s s overaoverallll
admadminiinistrstratiation on thrthrougough h its its natnationional al offoffice ice in in MiMinnenneapoapolislis
(including funds).(including funds).

Like other infiltrators, Durham advocated outrageousLike other infiltrators, Durham advocated outrageous
scschehememes s ininclclududining g kkididnanappppining g popolilitticiciaiansns, , aarrmemedd
confrontations, etc. confrontations, etc. He is suspected in tHe is suspected in the death of at leahe death of at least onest one
 person—Jancita  person—Jancita Eagle Eagle Deer, Deer, who who was was killed killed in in April April 1975.1975.
Durham was the last person seen with her after he picked her upDurham was the last person seen with her after he picked her up
from a relatifrom a relative’ve’s house. s house. Eagle Deer had chaEagle Deer had charged Wrged Williilliamam
Janklow, then-attorney general of S. Dakota (later governor)Janklow, then-attorney general of S. Dakota (later governor)
with rape.with rape.

In In MarMarch ch 1971975, 5, lawlawyeryers s worworkinking g on on the Wothe Woundundeded
Knee defense committee obtained FBI files as part of courtKnee defense committee obtained FBI files as part of court
disclosures, one of which contained a report signed by Durham.disclosures, one of which contained a report signed by Durham.
When confronted, Durham acknowledged his role as a federalWhen confronted, Durham acknowledged his role as a federal
infiltratorinfiltrator. . His exposure further demoraHis exposure further demoralized AIlized AIM, which wasM, which was
thethen n sufsufferfering ing undunder er intintensense e rereprepressission, on, incincludluding ing deadeathsths,,
assaults, and imprisonment of its members.assaults, and imprisonment of its members.

For More Info on these case studies:For More Info on these case studies:  Agents of  Agents of Repression:Repression:
the FBI’s Secret War Against the Black Panther Party and thethe FBI’s Secret War Against the Black Panther Party and the

 American Indian  American Indian Movement Movement ,,  by  by WaWard rd Churchill & Churchill & Jim Jim VVander ander 
WWall, South End Press, all, South End Press, 1990 edition.1990 edition.

11. 11. Case Case StudiesStudies
of Informants & Infiltratorsof Informants & Infiltrators

Quebec, FLQ Infiltrator Quebec, FLQ Infiltrator 
In the 1960s and early '70s, the Quebec LiberationIn the 1960s and early '70s, the Quebec Liberation

Front (FLFront (FLQ) carried out urbQ) carried out urban guerran guerrilla strilla struggleuggle. . CarolCarole dee de
VVault was a ault was a young Parti Qebecois young Parti Qebecois activist, a sovereigntist groupactivist, a sovereigntist group
that shared a similar gothat shared a similar goal to the FLQ of independence. al to the FLQ of independence. She wasShe was
drawn to the FLQ's struggle, but then became a paid informant.drawn to the FLQ's struggle, but then became a paid informant.
Her real activism was with the reformist PQ; she disagreed withHer real activism was with the reformist PQ; she disagreed with
the militant FLQ the militant FLQ actiactions since ons since it threateneit threatened d the 'legitithe 'legitimate'mate'
work of the PQ. work of the PQ. This is an exampThis is an example of an informale of an informant that bothnt that both
infiltrates a group but is at the same time an activist-turnedinfiltrates a group but is at the same time an activist-turned
informant.informant.
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Germinal Arrests, 2001Germinal Arrests, 2001
The arrests of the militant group 'Germinal' on their The arrests of the militant group 'Germinal' on their 

way to the anti-Free Trade Area of the Americas protests inway to the anti-Free Trade Area of the Americas protests in
QuQuebebec ec CiCityty, , ApApriril l 20200101, , wawas s ththe e enend d of of a a momontnthshs-l-lonongg
undercover operaundercover operation. tion. The group, based The group, based in Montreal, in Montreal, were thewere the
target of a police operation based on surveillance that indicatedtarget of a police operation based on surveillance that indicated
that one member of the group was looking for a that one member of the group was looking for a job.job.

PoPolilice ce seset t up up a a fafake ke fufurnrnititurure e momoviving ng cocompmpanyany,,
complete with office and trucks, staffed by undercover policecomplete with office and trucks, staffed by undercover police
ageagentsnts, , and and pospostertered ed ththe e neineighbghborhorhood ood whewhere re the the memmember ber 
resided. resided. He applied, and for He applied, and for several months worseveral months worked alongside aked alongside a
 police agent who eventually inf police agent who eventually infiltrated the group.iltrated the group.

Their arrests were on the eve of the mass protests of Their arrests were on the eve of the mass protests of 
AprApril il 20-20-22, 22, and were and were the focus the focus of of intintensense e medmedia ia covcoveraeragege
whiwhich ch polpolice ice useused d to to furfurthether r jusjustiftify y thetheir ir masmassivsive e secsecuriurityty
operation. operation. Those arrested weThose arrested were caught with gare caught with gas masks, smokes masks, smoke
grenades, and Thunderflashes (a powerful 'firecracker' used bygrenades, and Thunderflashes (a powerful 'firecracker' used by
the militathe military as ry as a grenade simula grenade simulator durinator during trainingg training). ). DespiDespitete
this, police and media portrayed them as an 'armed group'.this, police and media portrayed them as an 'armed group'.

This example shows how police with huge budgets for This example shows how police with huge budgets for 
major security operations can invest tens of major security operations can invest tens of thousands of dollarsthousands of dollars
for high-profile arrests of for high-profile arrests of low-level militants.low-level militants.

Operation Backfire:Operation Backfire:
FBI Arrests of FBI Arrests of ELFELF, 2004-2006, 2004-2006

In In 20200404, , ththe e FBI FBI lalaununchched ed OpeOperaratition on BaBackckfifirere,,
merging seven investigations in its Portland, Oregon, office.merging seven investigations in its Portland, Oregon, office.
These involved 16 different attacks carried out by the EarthThese involved 16 different attacks carried out by the Earth
LiberLiberatioation n FronFront t (ELF) between (ELF) between 1996-1996-2002 throughou2002 throughout t thethe
western US that causedwestern US that caused
ovover er $8$80 0 mimillllioion n inin
damages.damages.

IIn n DeDececembmbeer r 
2002005 5 & & JanJanuaruary y 2002006,6,
ththe e FBI FBI inindidictcted ed fifiveve
women and six men on awomen and six men on a
tototatal l oof f 65 65 cchaharrggees,s,
incluincluding arson, use ding arson, use of of 
dedeststruructctivive e dedeviviceces,s,
coconsnspipiraracycy, , anand d dedes-s-
trtrucuctition on of of an an enenerergygy
facifacilitylity. . One One prisprisoner oner 
kilkilled led himhimselself f whiwhile le inin
custocustodydy. . These These arrearrestssts
were primarily the resultwere primarily the result
of one single informant:of one single informant:
Jacob Ferguson.Jacob Ferguson.

Ferguson had participated in some of the ELF actionsFerguson had participated in some of the ELF actions
under investigation and provided the FBI with the names of under investigation and provided the FBI with the names of 
others that were involved. He wore recording devices to catchothers that were involved. He wore recording devices to catch
them making incriminathem making incriminating statements abouting statements about the actions. t the actions. BasedBased
on these, search warrants were issued for homes and businesses,on these, search warrants were issued for homes and businesses,
where the FBI siezed computers, manuals, fake ID's, clothing,where the FBI siezed computers, manuals, fake ID's, clothing,
tootools ls and and otother her equequipmipment ent thathat t werwere e subsubjecjected ted to to forforensensicic
investigations.investigations.

FergFerguson was uson was reporreportedly a tedly a long-long-time heroin time heroin addicaddictt
who began colwho began collabolaboratirating with the FBI in 2004. ng with the FBI in 2004. DespiDespite histe his
addiction he appears to have had the trust & confidence of theaddiction he appears to have had the trust & confidence of the
group, who spoke openly with him about illegal actions whilegroup, who spoke openly with him about illegal actions while
he secretly taped them.he secretly taped them.

12. 12. Security Security GuidelinesGuidelines

1.1. Establish security guidelinesEstablish security guidelines appropriate for your appropriate for your 
group’group’s level of activits level of activityy. . No collaborNo collaboration wiation with police or th police or 
inintetellilligegencnce e agagenencicies es is is a a gogood od ststarartiting ng popoinint. t. NoNo
discudiscussion of ssion of illegillegal al activactivitieities s in any in any public meetinpublic meeting g or or 
spaspace. ce. KeeKeep contrp control of accesol of access to keys, fils to keys, files, funes, funds,ds,
equequipmipmentent, , etcetc. . wiwithithin n the the hanhands ds of of trtrustusted ed memmemberbers.s.
Make duplicates of important files/info, etc., and store at aMake duplicates of important files/info, etc., and store at a
sasafe & fe & secsecreret locat locatitionon. . SeSet t up a up a grgrououp p of trof trustusteded
memmemberbers s whwho o othothers can ers can go go to to witwith h conconcercerns ns aboaboutut
securitysecurity, police , police infiltration, informants, etc.infiltration, informants, etc.

2.2. Deal openly & directlyDeal openly & directly with the form and content of with the form and content of 
whwhat at ananyoyone ne sasays ys or or dodoeses, , whwhetetheher r ththe e pepersrson on is is aa
suspected agent, has emotional problems, or is simplysuspected agent, has emotional problems, or is simply
naïve.naïve.

3.3. Be Be awawarare e of of  Agents  Agents ProvocateursProvocateurs & & crimcriminalinal
elementselements who constantly advocate risky illegal actions,who constantly advocate risky illegal actions,
and who and who may also have may also have accaccess to ess to weweapoapons ns or other or other 
resresourources they waces they want to share wint to share with the grouth the group. p. ManManyy
grogroups ups in in the the 1961960s-0s-70s 70s cleclearlarly y comcompropromismised ed basibasicc
principles in order to principles in order to accommodate this type of infiltrator.accommodate this type of infiltrator.

4.4. Don’Don’t t accepaccept t everyeverythinthing g you hear you hear or read or read as as factfact..
Check with the supposed source of the information beforeCheck with the supposed source of the information before
you act. you act. PersPersonal commonal communicaunication bettion between esween estrangtrangeded
memmemberbers s coucould ld havhave e preprevenvented ted or or limlimiteited d manmany y FBFBII
operations in the 1960s-70s.operations in the 1960s-70s.

5.5. Do not pass on harmful rumoursDo not pass on harmful rumours about others—talkabout others—talk
to to trutrustested d frifriendends s (or (or grgroup oup memmemberbers s resresponponsibsible le for for 
dealidealing with coveng with covert intert interventirvention). on). AvoiAvoid gossip abod gossip aboutut
others, especially over telecommunications.others, especially over telecommunications.

6.6. VerVerify & ify & double-check all arrangementsdouble-check all arrangements for housing,for housing,
transportation, meeting rooms, etc., to ensure they havetransportation, meeting rooms, etc., to ensure they have
not been cancelled or changed by others.not been cancelled or changed by others.

7.7. DoDocumcument ent all all foforms rms of of harharassassmenmentt, , burglaburglaryry,,
assaults, raids, arrests, surveillance, attempts to recruitassaults, raids, arrests, surveillance, attempts to recruit
inforinformantsmants, etc. to identify pat, etc. to identify patterns and targterns and targets. ets. ThesThesee
can also be used for reports and legal defense.can also be used for reports and legal defense.

8.8. Do NOT talk with any police or Do NOT talk with any police or intelligence agents.intelligence agents.
Do NOT allow them into any residence without a warrant.Do NOT allow them into any residence without a warrant.
Try tTry to get fotos of agents invo get fotos of agents involved. olved. If naïve members doIf naïve members do
engage in conversations with police or agents, explain theengage in conversations with police or agents, explain the
harm that could result.harm that could result.

9.9. Alert others if police or intelligence harassmentAlert others if police or intelligence harassment
increasesincreases, (hold meetings, make press releases, etc.)., (hold meetings, make press releases, etc.).
This makes other groups aware of repression and canThis makes other groups aware of repression and can
limit further harassment through exposure.limit further harassment through exposure.

10. 10. Prepare group Prepare group members to members to continue orgcontinue organizinganizing if if 
leadeleaders are arresters are arrested, etc. d, etc. This inclThis includes sharudes sharing knowleing knowledge &dge &
skills, public contacts, etc.skills, public contacts, etc.
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